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SUMMARY
The superior colliculus (SC) in the mammalian midbrain is essential for multisensory integration and is
composed of a rich diversity of excitatory and inhibitory neurons and glia. However, the developmental prin-
ciples directing the generation of SC cell-type diversity are not understood. Here, we pursued systematic cell
lineage tracing in silico and in vivo, preserving full spatial information, using geneticmosaic analysis with dou-
ble markers (MADM)-based clonal analysis with single-cell sequencing (MADM-CloneSeq). The analysis of
clonally related cell lineages revealed that radial glial progenitors (RGPs) in SC are exceptionally multipotent.
Individual resident RGPs have the capacity to produce all excitatory and inhibitory SC neuron types, even at
the stage of terminal division. While individual clonal units show no pre-defined cellular composition, the
establishment of appropriate relative proportions of distinct neuronal types occurs in a PTEN-dependent
manner. Collectively, our findings provide an inaugural framework at the single-RGP/-cell level of the
mammalian SC ontogeny.
INTRODUCTION

The mouse superior colliculus (SC) is located in the dorsal

midbrain and is essential for multisensory integration, attention,

arousal brain states, and motor responses required for complex

behavior.1–3 With six alternating strata of cell bodies and fibers,

the superficial layers (sSC) are important for visual functions,

receiving direct inputs from the retina, whereas the deep layers

(dSC) are sites of auditory and somatosensory processing.4–8

Recent research, mapping SC input/output connections with

cortical areas,9 demonstrated its role in segregating somatosen-

sory and visual circuits10 and has supported its critical contribu-

tion to complex neural processes across the brain. Indeed, SC

dysfunction leads to deficits in sensory processing and has

been implicated in neurodevelopmental diseases such as autism

and attention deficit hypersensitive disorders.11,12

The faithful production and distribution of the diverse neuronal

and glial cell types during development are fundamental to the

establishment of the highly complex SC cytoarchitecture,

laminar arrangement, and eventual circuit assembly. However,

the cellular principles directing the generation of cell-type diver-

sity and the overall ontogeny of the SC remain poorly under-
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stood. In fact, the origins of SC excitatory glutamatergic and

inhibitory GABAergic neuronal populations remain obscure

although glutamatergic and GABAergic progenitor domains are

thought to overlap in the developing dorsal midbrain.13–15 While

pioneering studies have identified radial glial progenitors (RGPs)

lining the ventricular surface in chick optic tectum, a non-

mammalian vertebrate homolog of the SC,16,17 and in the devel-

oping rodent midbrain,4 their potential, proliferation behavior,

and neurogenic and gliogenic output have not been investigated

at the individual progenitor level.

The mature SC is composed of a rich variety of distinct

neuron types that show highly variable morphology, receptive

field sizes, physiological properties, and synaptic target

areas.1,2,4,9 Yet, most information related to SC cell-type diver-

sity has been derived based on the physiological characteristics

of a limited number of experimentally accessible cells, primarily

located in the sSC.18–22 Recent efforts have, however,

commenced to systematically catalog cell types, based on sin-

gle-cell transcriptome,23–27 and thus provide an exciting starting

point for our general understanding of the extent of SC cell-type

diversity. Nonetheless, how cell-type diversity emerges from

progenitors in the developing SC is not known. Here, we define
blished by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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the developmental principles governing RGP cell lineage pro-

gression and the generation of cell-type diversity in SC at sin-

gle-progenitor resolution.

RESULTS

A single common pool of progenitors in SC
In order to obtain a global overview of cell-type diversity and to

temporally define in silico the emergence of neuronal cell types

in the embryonic SC, we exploited a recent single-cell RNA

sequencing (scRNA-seq) dataset23 (Figure 1A). We extracted

26,532 dorsal midbrain-specific single cells of neuronal lineage

from embryonic (E) 9–E18 time points (Figure S1A). Uniform

manifold approximation and projection (UMAP), in combination

with unsupervised clustering, identified a single continuum of

cells including RGPs and immature and mature neurons

(Figures 1B and S1B). RGPs were highly abundant at E9–E11

but sharply diminished by E12, coincidingwith the peak of imma-

ture neuron abundance and the appearance of mature neurons

(Figure 1C). Within the neuronal population, we identified two

largely exclusive but continuous clusters of excitatory and inhib-

itory neurons, emerging simultaneously at E12 (Figures 1D, 1E,

and S1B). The continuum of cells implied two distinct develop-

mental trajectories from RGPs to neurons. Indeed, pseudotime

analysis of the single-cell trajectory revealed connections from

RGPs to mature neurons via immature neuronal states

(Figure 1F). The trajectory graph also identified a number of

endpoints that correlated well with our unsupervised clustering

analysis (Figures S1C and S1D).

Next, we assessed how the transcriptional profile of nascent

SC neurons correlates with their mature state. We performed la-

bel transfer from an adult dorsal midbrain scRNA-seq dataset24

to the E18 dataset23 (Figure 1G). From the adult dataset, we

extracted 16 neuronal cell types (6 excitatory and 10 inhibitory

subtypes) in the dorsal midbrain (Figures S1E and S1F). In our

analysis, individual mature SC cell types were matched to

broader but specific clusters of embryonic neurons (Figures 1H

and 1I), indicating that a limited number of broad neuronal clus-

ters in the embryo precipitates to all distinct mature SC

cell types.

To test the hypothesis that all mature SC neuronal cell types

emerge from a single population of RGPs, we gained experi-

mental access to the RGP population in the developing SC via

genetic means. We constructed a tamoxifen (TM)-inducible

CreER driver line with transgene expression under the control

of the Frizzled-10 (Fzd10) promoter (Fzd10-CreER+/�) and

confirmed targeted expression in embryonic dorsal midbrain

progenitors (Figures S2A–S2H). To more comprehensively

assess the Fzd10-cell lineage, we crossed Fzd10-CreER+/�

with the fluorescent mTmG reporter28 (Figures S2I–S2K). We in-

jected TM in mTmG;Fzd10-CreER+/� mice at E10.5 and

collected and pooled GFP+ cells of the Fzd10-lineage at E12.5,

E14.5, and E16.5 from the dorsal midbrain for scRNA-seq using

103 Genomics technology (Figure S2L). Our dataset including

5,552 high-quality Fzd10-lineage cells overlapped well with

reference dataset23 in the integrated UMAP and covered all

midbrain-specific neuronal cell clusters in comparable propor-

tions (Figures S2M–S2R). Thus, our Fzd10-CreER driver estab-
lished in this study faithfully targets the relevant pools of embry-

onic RGPs, giving rise to cell lineages comprising all the distinct

mature neuronal SC cell types.

Temporal lineage progression of SC progenitors
To precisely decipher the ontogeny of SC cell types from a single

pool of RGPs, we next pursued clonal analysis by labeling indi-

vidual RGPs and following their lineages (Figure 2A). We utilized

mosaic analysis with double markers (MADM) technique to label

individual units of clonally related cells.29–32MADM relies on CRE

recombinase-mediated interchromosomal recombination in

dividing RGPs, thereby labeling the two daughter cells and their

respective progenies in distinct red (tdTomato [tdT]) or green

(GFP) fluorescence (Figures 2B and S3A). Given the quantitative

nature, MADM can provide optical readout of progenitor prolifer-

ation behavior at single-cell resolution. To specifically target the

SC, we used MADM reporter cassettes on chromosome (chr)

1130 with Fzd10-CreER driver.

We induced MADM clones at E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, or E12.5 in

MADM-11GT/TG;Fzd10-CreER+/� embryos and collected brains

at postnatal day (P) 28-P30 (Figure S3B) for analysis (Figure 2C).

We observed that SC MADM clones typically consisted of clus-

ters of red and green neurons spanning across all layers of the

adult SC and the periaqueductal gray (PAG) (Figures 2D and

S3C–S3E). We analyzed 126 clones and observed that the

neuronal output of individual progenitors, measured by clone

size, decreased exponentially over a relatively short timewindow

with considerable clone size variability at all induction time points

(Figures 2E–2I and S4A–S4D). To independently validate and

extend our dataset, we analyzed 142 clones induced with

Sox2-CreER driver (uniformly expressed in neural stem and pro-

genitor cells33). We noticed comparable neuronal output pat-

terns inMADM-11GT/TG;Sox2CreER/+ brains corroborating our ob-

servations using Fzd10-CreER+/� (Figures 2J and S4E–S4H).

SC MADM clones showed ‘‘cone-shaped’’ architecture

(Figures S5A–S5I) and a disproportionate layer distribution of

neurons (34 ± 2% in sSC, 51 ± 2% in dSC, and 15 ± 2% in

PAG; Figure 2K). The tangential dimension and overall disper-

sion of cells decreased significantly over time, resulting in nar-

rower clones (Figures S5J–S5L). By contrast, the layer distri-

bution of neurons (Figure 2K) and the radial dimension of

the clones (Figure S5M) did not change over time. Thus, in

contrast to other brain regions (e.g., neocortex), the emer-

gence of laminae in SC did not follow a temporally stereo-

typed pattern.

Next, we determined the implicit cell division pattern of individ-

ual SC progenitors based onMADM subclone size. We analyzed

clones induced at E9.5–E12.5 and classified all clones into three

categories: (1) proliferative clones whereby the first division pro-

duced two self-renewing proliferative daughter cells, (2) asym-

metric neurogenic clones where the minority clone consisted

of a single postmitotic neuron and the other subclone of more

than one cell, and (3) terminal neurogenic clones consisting of

two single neurons labeled in distinct red/green colors

(Figures 2L–2Q). The relative proportions of clone categories at

each time point suggest that RGPs quickly shift from proliferative

to terminal neurogenic mode (Figure 2R). Altogether, our MADM

clonal analysis indicates that RGP lineage progression occurs
Neuron 112, 230–246, January 17, 2024 231
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Figure 1. Emergence and developmental in silico trajectories of SC cell types

(A) Schematics illustrating the in silico analysis pipeline to assess the emergence of SC cell-type diversity during embryogenesis, based on embryonic reference

dataset.23

(B–E) UMAPs and line plots of relative cell abundance (fraction ± 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) for distinct clusters of radial glia, immature and

mature neurons (B and C), and excitatory and inhibitory neurons (D and E).

(F) UMAP with coloration indicating pseudotime. Developmental trajectory is indicated with corresponding start (white) and endpoints (gray).

(G) Schematics of label transfer analysis for inference from adult24 to E18 reference datasets.

(H) Heatmap indicating the average similarity score of 9 embryonic neuronal clusters to 16 adult cell types extracted from adult reference.

(I) UMAP illustrating the most similar adult SC cell types matching to individual embryonic clusters, coloring of cells according to Figure S1C.

See also Figure S1.
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Figure 2. MADM clonal analysis reveals patterns of SC neurogenesis at single-progenitor level
(A–C) Schematics of the emergence of cell-type diversity during SC development (A); differentially labeled cell lineages in a MADM clone originating from an

individual progenitor (B); and overview of image acquisition, alignment, and three-dimensional (3D) reconstruction of individual MADM clones (C).

(D) Representative maximum z-projected image of a MADM clone in SC, induced at E10.5 and collected at P28 in MADM-11GT/TG;Fzd10-CreER+/�. Red and

green neurons are marked by white arrows. Protoplasmic astrocytes and small oligodendrocyte clusters are also visible.

(legend continued on next page)
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rapidly in SC but that distinct laminae do not emerge in a tempo-

rally stereotyped pattern.

Glial production by individual SC progenitors
In addition to neurons, we also observed MADM labeling in two

morphologically distinct populations of glial cells in SC MADM

clones, namely astrocytes and oligodendrocytes (Figures S3F–

S3G). Astrocytes displayed protoplasmic morphology and ex-

pressed SOX9, whereas oligodendrocytes were immunopositive

for OLIG2 (Figures S3H–S3M). The presence of glia in SC clones

confirmed that SC progenitors also generated glia in addition to

neurons, consistent with earlier results in chick tectum.34 How-

ever, the developmental programs mediating SC gliogenesis

are still unclear. In order to address this issue, we extracted

1,819 glial progenitors from our reference 23 and found that

they emerged from SC RGPs after E12 in the embryonic dorsal

midbrain (Figure 3A). A combined UMAP of glial progenitors

together with RGPs identified a continuum, indicating the devel-

opment of glial progenitors from late (>E12) RGPs (Figures 3B–

3D). We confirmed that glial progenitors were also present in

the Fzd10-lineage (Figure 3E). Next, we proceeded with MADM

clonal analysis to quantitatively assess SC gliogenesis.

Among 268 SC MADM neuron-containing clones used for

neuronal clonal analysis, 152 (57%) also contained glia, which

typically appeared in clusters (Figures 3F–3J). Importantly, we

did not find any glia-only clones, suggesting that glial progenitors

were not yet present before E12.5—consistent with our in silico

analysis. While RGPs had a higher propensity to generate astro-

cytes than oligodendrocytes, clones containing both types were

also observed (Figures 3F–3J). The potential to generate glia

steadily increased with neuronal output of the RGPs (Figure 3K),

suggesting a correlation between neurogenic and gliogenic po-

tential. Similar to SC neurogenesis, glial output by single RGPs

was also highly variable (Figure 3L). Like neurons, clonally related

glia were distributed throughout all layers regardless of clone in-

duction time point (Figure 3M). The fraction of clones with glia in

both colors decreased over time, suggesting a temporal pro-

gression of RGPs toward ‘‘asymmetric gliogenic’’ divisions

(Figures 3N–3R). Finally, we compared the last neurogenic divi-

sion in which the SC progenitor terminally divides to produce

either two neurons (N+N clones) or one neuron and a glial pro-

genitor committed to glial lineage (N+G clones). We observed
(E–H) Representative reconstructions of SC MADM clones, induced at E9.5 (E), E

location of a single red or green neuron. SC is outlined by a blue line, and layers are

(I and J) Quantification of clonal neuronal output in MADM-11GT/TG;Fzd10-CreER

number of neurons per clone (mean ± SEM) across induction time points plotted on

(I); E9.5 (n = 33), E10.5 (n = 39), E11.5 (n = 39), and E12.5 (n = 31) in (J). One-way AN

consecutive time points in (I); p = 0.0192, p = 0.091, and p = 0.0476 between cons

the same time point at E9.5, E10.5, E11.5, and E12.5 between (I) and (J), respec

(K) Quantification of the percentage of neurons (box, median with 25–75 percentile

time points. Combined Fzd10- and Sox2-clones at E9.5 (n = 66), E10.5 (n = 70), E1

dSC; p < 0.0001 between dSC and PAG; p = 0.9999, p = 0.9999, and p = 0.9999

(L–Q) Illustration and a representative clone for three categories of SC progenito

(R) Quantification of the proportion of all clones (mean with lower limits) in each ca

(n = 64), E10.5 (n = 68), E11.5 (n = 67), and E12.5 (n = 53). Fisher’s exact test co

0.0000642 between consecutive time points. *p < 0.05; ***p < 0.001.

Scale bars, 200 mm (D–H, M, O, and Q).

See also Figures S2–S5.
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that 14% of clones were N+G clones (Figure 3S), suggesting

that �1 in 7 neurogenic progenitors retained the capacity to

generate glia, strikingly consistent with what was demonstrated

in the cortex.35 Taken together, our results revealed that gliogen-

esis occurs after neurogenesis from E12 onward. Similar to the

cortex, the gliogenic capacity of RGPs correlates with neuronal

output, although only a fraction of neurogenic RGPs pro-

duce glia.

MADM-CloneSeq reveals cell-type composition of
individual clonal units
How do individual RGPs establish the full complement of

neuronal diversity observed inmature SC? To address this issue,

we conceived MADM-CloneSeq, an approach combining the

power of MADM in generating individual high-confidence clonal

units with scRNA-seq to determine the identity of clonally related

cells (Figure 4A). Thus, MADM-CloneSeq enables unprece-

dented correlation of lineage relationship and cell-type identity

while preserving precise spatial information of SC neurons

in situ.

Using glass pipettes, we collected 399 neurons from 87 SC

MADM clones induced at E10.5, using either Fzd10- or Sox2-

CreER driver, from P28 acute brain slices. After Smart-seq2

RNA-seq, 253 cells from 58 clones passed quality filtering

(Figures S6A–S6G; Table S1). We confirmed unbiased layer

sampling of SC clones (chi-squared test; p = 0.322; Figure S6H).

Our data analysis pipeline robustly assigned each MADM-

CloneSeq cell to one of the 16 reference mature SC neuronal

types,24 including 6 excitatory and 10 inhibitory types

(Figures 4B, S1E, and S1F). To verify precise cell-type assign-

ment, we also showed thatMADM-CloneSeq and reference cells

shared highly similar marker gene expression when grouped into

excitatory or inhibitory neuron types (Figure 4C), or individual

subtypes (Figures S6I–S6J). Overall, we identified 117 excitatory

and 136 inhibitory neurons (Figures 4D and S6K). While inhibitory

neurons were most frequently sampled in the sSC, excitatory

neurons showed an even distribution throughout the SC (chi-

square goodness of fit: p = 5e�4 and p = 0.2, respectively;

Figures 4E and S6L). Remarkably, all 16 neuronal cell types

were detected among our MADM-CloneSeq cells, with

SCEXC2 being overall the most abundant and SCINH4, 10,

and 8 the least abundant neuronal types (Figures S6M and
10.5 (F), E11.5 (G), or E12.5 (H), and collected at P28. Each dot represents the

divided by blue dotted lines. Blue dot marks the location of the aqueduct (AQ).
+/� (Fzd10-clones) (I) and in MADM-11GT/TG;Sox2CreER/+ (Sox2-clones) (J). The

the log10 scale. E9.5 (n = 33), E10.5 (n = 31), E11.5 (n = 32), and E12.5 (n = 30) in

OVAwith Dunn’s post-hoc test; p = 0.0113, p = 0.0358, and p = 0.0052 between

ecutive time points in (J); p = 0.7534, p > 0.9999, p > 0.9999, and p > 0.9999 of

tively. Red line, exponential one-phase decay curve fit of mean values.

s; whiskers, 10–90 percentiles) located in each layer per clone across induction

1.5 (n = 71), and E12.5 (n = 61). Two-way ANOVA; p < 0.0001 between sSC and

between consecutive time points. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

r division patterns.

tegory across induction time points; combined Fzd10- and Sox2-clones at E9.5

mparing proliferative and other clones; p = 0.000164, p = 0.034401, and p =
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Figure 3. In silico and MADM clonal analysis of SC glia

(A) Line plot of relative abundance of glial progenitors in the dorsal midbrain based on embryonic reference dataset23 (percentage ± 95% Clopper-Pearson

confidence intervals).

(legend continued on next page)
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S6N). Interestingly, 13 out of 16 neuronal types were preferen-

tially located in distinct layers, with 7 in sSC, 3 in dSC, and 3 in

PAG (p < 0.1, Z score; Figure S6O). Collectively, our MADM-

CloneSeq data demonstrated that all known SC neuronal cell

types were generated by resident RGPs.

Individual progenitors in SC are multipotent
Next, we exploited the power of MADM-CloneSeq to delineate

the lineage relationships between different SC neuronal types

by analyzing the neuron-type composition of individual clones.

We obtained an average of 4 (ranging from 2 to 12) high-quality

neurons in each clone (neurons per clone), which accounted for

60% (ranging from 31% to 100%) of all neurons per clone

(Figures S7A and S7B). To examine the lineage relationship be-

tween excitatory vs. inhibitory neuron types, we first tested

whether SC progenitors were restricted to producing one or

the other type (Figures 4F and 4G). Remarkably, we found that

78% of clones were composed of both excitatory and inhibitory

neuron types. Thus, we provide compelling evidence that gluta-

matergic excitatory and GABAergic inhibitory neurons originate

from common progenitors in the developing SC (Figures 4H,

4I, and S7C). Clones consisting of only one type were signifi-

cantly smaller (p = 0.03, t test) and included fewer cells sampled

(p = 0.002, t test), suggesting that the probability of detecting

both excitatory and inhibitory types likely depended on sample

size (Figures S7D–S7F). To determine the potential of SC pro-

genitors beyond ‘‘simple’’ excitatory and inhibitory properties,

we analyzed the abundance of all 16 neuron types within individ-

ual clonal units (Figures 4J and 4K). We observed that the

number of detected neuron types per clone increased with the

number of cells per clone (Figure 4L; black dots), with no signif-

icant difference to the randomized dataset (padj = 1, Z score; Fig-

ure 4L; gray line and shaded area). Furthermore, nearly all

possible pairs of neuron types were present within individual

clones (98% of 120 possibilities; Figure 4M), with no pair

showing significant preference of occurrence (Figure S7G). Our

findings thus suggest that individual RGPs have the potential

to generate the complete spectrum of neuronal cell types in
(B and C) UMAPs showing distinct but connected clusters of radial glia and glial

embryos before (early) or after (late) E12.

(D) Expression of cell-type markers for dividing cells (Mki67), glial progenitors (S

(E) UMAP showing Fzd10-lineage cells overlay with reference dataset.23

(F–I) Representative reconstructions of SC MADM clones, induced at E9.5, E10.

MADM-11GT/TG;Sox2CreER/+ consisting of neurons only (N-only; F); neurons and

cytes, and oligodendrocytes (N+A+O; I). Each small dot represents the location

dendrocytes. SC is outlined by a blue line, and layers are divided by blue dotted

(J and K) Quantifications of the proportion of all clones (meanwith lower limits) in ea

time points; chi-square test, p < 0.0001 (J and K). Note that glia-only clones wer

(L and M) Quantifications of clonal glial output shown as the number of glia per clo

clone (M; mean with SEM) across induction time points; one-way ANOVAwith Dun

time points in (L). Two-way ANOVA; p > 0.9999 in (M).

(N–Q) Illustrations and representative clones for SC progenitor division patterns.

(R) Quantification of the proportion of all clones (mean with lower limits) in each

(S) Illustrations and quantification of the relative proportions of clones producing o

the other subclone (N+G).

Combined Fzd10- and Sox2-clones; n = 268 in (J) and (K); n = 152 glia-containin

Ns, not significant; ***p < 0.001.

Scale bars, 200 mm (F–I, O, and Q).

See also Figure S3.
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the developing SC with no pre-defined cell-type linkage. The

precise spatial location of sampled MADM-CloneSeq

cells enabled us to assess lineage relationships between

neuron types within and across SC layers. Using hierarchical

clustering, we tested for any pattern of intra- or inter-laminar

co-production of neuron types and found no significant prefer-

ence (Figures S7H–S7O). Taken together, we demonstrated

that SC RGPs are extraordinarily multipotent, with the capacity

to produce the full spectrum of all neuron types, excitatory and

inhibitory, without any pre-defined pattern related to location

or their identity.

Multipotency is retained in individual terminally dividing
SC progenitors
In order to truly comprehend the remarkable multipotency in SC

progenitors and its impact on the generation of SC cell-type di-

versity, it was necessary to determine how multipotency might

change as RGPs progress along their lineage. As both excitatory

and inhibitory neurons emerged together in the developing

midbrain at E12.5 (Figures 1D and 1E), it was not clear whether

they may be produced by distinct lineage-specific progenitors

at this stage. To address such issue, we examined terminally

dividing RGPs, which were the majority of SC progenitors found

at E12.5 in our MADM clonal analysis (Figure 2R). We assessed

the potential of terminally dividing SC progenitors by asking

whether the resulting ‘‘2-cell clones’’ contained exclusively

excitatory or inhibitory, or a mixture of both neuron types (Fig-

ure 5A). We therefore performedMADM-CloneSeq on SC clones

induced at E12.5 using either Fzd10- or Sox2-CreER driver and

specifically sampled clones containing only two neurons to

exclusively probe the products of terminal divisions (Figure 5A).

We collected 36 neurons from 18 clones for RNA-seq and

confirmed high RNA quality (Table S2). Using the same data

analysis pipeline as described for MADM-CloneSeq of E10.5

clones, we assigned each cell to one of the reference SC

neuronal types24 and identified 15 excitatory and 21 inhibitory

neurons (Figures 5B and 5C). Our analysis showed that 50% of

our clones contained one excitatory and one inhibitory neuron,
progenitors (B) and cells colored by real developmental origin extracted from

ox9), astrocytes (Aldh1l1), and oligodendrocytes (Olig2).

5, E11.5, or E12.5, and collected at P28 in MADM-11GT/TG;Fzd10-CreER+/� or

astrocytes (N+A; G); neurons and oligodendrocytes (N+O; H); neurons, astro-

of a single red or green neuron, stars for astrocytes, and larger dots for oligo-

lines. Blue dot marks the location of the aqueduct (AQ).

ch category of glial composition (J) andwith or without glia (K) across induction

e never found.

ne (L; red lines, mean ± SEM) and percentage of glia located in each layer per

n’s post-hoc test; p = 0.0689, p > 0.9999, and p = 0.3418 between consecutive

category across induction time points; chi-square test, p = 0.0005.

ne neuron in each subclone (N+N) or one neuron in one subclone but only glia in

g clones in (L), (M), and (R); n = 36 in (S).
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while 33% contained two inhibitory and 17% contained two

excitatory neurons—not significantly different from a random-

ized dataset (Figures 5D and 5E). Furthermore, 15 out of 16

neuronal types were identified in our dataset (Figure 5F).

Notably, the majority of clones (94%) contained two distinct

neuronal types, strongly suggesting against any preference to

co-produce the same types at the stage of terminal divisions

(Figure 5G). Our findings thus provide unambiguous evidence

that individual terminally dividing SC progenitors can generate

both excitatory and inhibitory neurons and retain the capacity

to produce all neuronal cell types. We therefore conclude that

multipotency in individual SC progenitors persists until the last/

terminal neurogenic division.

Pten is cell-autonomously required for establishing SC
cell-type diversity
The multipotent nature of SC progenitors raises the key question

of how defined proportions of different SC neuron types were es-

tablished. To approach this issue, we turned to investigate the

role of candidate signaling pathways. Specifically, we focused

on Phosphatase and Tensin homolog gene (Pten), since loss of

Pten in other brain areas (i.e., neocortex) has been shown to

affect the ratios of specific interneuron types.36 However, a

possible cell-autonomous Pten function in SC ontogeny has

not been assessed at the single-cell level. In the developing

SC, Pten was expressed in RGPs throughout development,

with the strongest expression level before E12 (Figure S8A), a

time point at which SC neurons emerge (Figure 1C). We next uti-

lized MADM technology and its exquisite single-cell labeling

property to probe a putative cell-autonomous function of

Pten in controlling SC neuronal cell-type abundance. We gener-

ated genetic mosaics where Pten was sparsely deleted in RGPs

and compared the phenotype with wild-type RGPs in P0 and

P28 SC (Figures 6A–6C and S8B). To this end, we recombined

a Pten-flox allele onto chr19 containing the MADM reporter

cassettes (see STAR Methods).32,37 Next, we crossed

MADM-19TG/TG,Pten-flox with MADM-19GT/GT;Nestin-Cre+/� to

generate Pten-MADM (MADM-19GT/TG,Pten-flox

;Nestin-Cre+/�),
Figure 4. MADM-CloneSeq identifies multipotent progenitors with the

(A) Workflow of MADM-CloneSeq using acute brain slices containing SC MADM

Cells were assigned to one of 6 excitatory or 10 inhibitory neuronal types accord

(B) UMAP indicating the overlay of 253 MADM-CloneSeq cells (black dots) onto

(C) Heatmap of DEG scores for selected genes expressed in excitatory (orange) a

(D and E) Quantification of the number of MADM-CloneSeq cells (D) and their rela

136, blue) neuronal types.

(F and G) Schematics illustrating two scenarios where individual SC progenitors e

or both neuron types (F). Hypothetical clone of the second scenario in (G).

(H) Bar plot showing the relative proportion of excitatory and inhibitory neurons s

(I) Quantification of the overall proportion of clones (n = 58 combined Fzd10- and S

just one type (white).

(J and K) Schematics illustrating two scenarios where individual SC progenitors ge

clone of the second scenario in (K).

(L) The number of distinct cell types identified in each clone is plotted over the num

Black line and gray ribbon indicate expected outcome for random cell-type cho

significantly different from randomized data at any clone size (Z score-associate

(M) The percentage of observed cell-type pairs in any given clone relative to the to

pairs/120 possibilities in combined Fzd10- and Sox2-clone).

Scale bars, 50 mm (A), and 200 mm (G and K).

See also Figures S6 and S7.
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with Pten-/- mutant cells labeled with GFP and Pten+/+ control

cells with tdT and control-MADM (MADM-19GT/TG;Nestin-

Cre+/�; all cells Pten+/+) (Figure S8C).

We first quantified the ratio of green to red cells in P0 and P28

SC and found a significant increase in Pten-MADM compared

with control-MADM (Figures 6D–6M). Thus, the loss of Pten re-

sulted in elevated overall SC neuron numbers, similar to obser-

vations in other brain areas.38 However, whether the loss of

Pten affects the number of specific SC neuron types was not

clear. To resolve this issue, we isolated green Pten+/+ and

Pten�/� cells from the dorsal midbrain at P0 in control- and

Pten-MADM mice, respectively, and subjected them to

scRNA-seq using 103 Genomics technology (Figure 6N).

After quality filtering and data integration with reference data-

set,23 we retained 2,985 Pten+/+ and 1,889 Pten�/� cells with dor-

salmidbrain annotation. For downstreamanalyses,we focusedon

1,080Pten+/+ and567Pten�/� neuronal cells.Our dataset showed

thatwhile the relative distribution of immature andmature neurons

was not altered byPten deletion (Figures 6O and 6P), we detected

more differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between Pten+/+ and

Pten�/� cells in immature than mature neurons (Figure 6Q). Gene

Ontology (GO) enrichment analysis further revealed that Pten�/�

immature neurons showedupregulation of terms related to cell cy-

cle (Figures 6R and S8D), consistent with the reported role ofPten

in cell proliferation.39 Pten�/� mature neurons, on the other hand,

were enriched in development- and interneuron-related GO terms

(Figures 6R and S8E). The upregulation of interneuron-specific

genes suggested a potential alteration of the overall SC neuronal

cell-type composition upon deletion of Pten. To investigate this

possibility, we focused on only mature neuronal populations (848

Pten+/+ and 436 Pten�/� cells). UMAP and unsupervised clus-

tering, together with marker expression analysis, identified excit-

atory-only, inhibitory-only, or mixed neuronal clusters (Figures 6S

and S8F–S8H). The relative abundance of all three clusters was

significantly altered upon Pten deletion, with a relative increase

in inhibitory and a decrease in excitatory neuronal clusters (Fig-

ure 6T). To quantitatively assess whether all excitatory and inhibi-

tory neuronal types were equally affected by Pten deletion, we
capacity to generate all known SC neuronal types

clones (either Fzd10- or Sox2-clones), induced at E10.5 and collected at P28.

ing to the reference dataset.24

reference neurons (colored dots).

nd inhibitory (blue) neuronal types in reference andMADM-CloneSeq datasets.

tive layer distribution (E) for both excitatory (n = 117, orange) and inhibitory (n =

ither exclusively produce excitatory/inhibitory neuron types within a clonal unit

ampled in each individual clone.

ox2-clones) consisting of both excitatory and inhibitory neuron types (black) or

nerate either fixed or unrestricted clonal-cell-type composition (J). Hypothetical

ber of neurons sampled per clone (n = 58 combined Fzd10- and Sox2-clones).

ice for each cell within a clone. Distribution of MADM-CloneSeq data is not

d p = 1 after multiple test correction).

tal number of possible pairs, considering 16 neuronal types (n = 118 observed
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Figure 5. Individual terminally dividing SC progenitors are multipotent

(A) Schematics indicating MADM-labeled terminally dividing progenitor cell lineage (i.e., 2-cell MADM clone; top left), possible outcomes of cell-type combi-

nations (top right), and MADM-CloneSeq strategy (bottom) using acute brain slices containing 2-cell MADM clones (either Fzd10- or Sox2-clones), induced at

E12.5 and collected at P28.

(B) UMAP indicating the overlay of 36 MADM-CloneSeq cells (black dots) onto reference neurons (colored dots). Cells were assigned to one of 6 excitatory or 10

inhibitory neuronal types according to the reference dataset.24

(C) Quantification of the number of MADM-CloneSeq cells for excitatory (n = 15) and inhibitory (n = 21) neuronal types.

(D) Bar plot showing the relative proportion of excitatory and inhibitory neurons sampled in each individual 2-cell MADM clone.

(E) Proportions of clones with different combinations of excitatory (Exc) and inhibitory (Inh) neurons compared with randomized data (chi-squared, p = 0.6065).

(F) Number of distinct neuronal cell types identified in MADM-CloneSeq data compared with randomized data (Z score, p = 0.591).

(G) Quantification of the overall proportion of clones consisting of two different cell types (black) or only one cell type (white).

Bars and error bars depict mean and standard deviation of randomized data in (E) and (F).
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assigned cluster labels from Figure S1C to each neuron and

compared the relative abundance of individual clusters between

control andPtenknockout (KO).Wefound thatPtendeletionsignif-

icantly altered the relative abundance of specific neuronal clusters

(2, 3, 7, 8, and 9), while the rest (clusters 1, 4, 5, and 10) remained

unchanged (Figures 6U and 6V). Among the affected clusters, the

largest excitatory cluster (2) was decreased, whereas the largest

inhibitory cluster (3) was increased upon Pten deletion. By super-

imposing velocities of developmental trajectories onto the

neuronalclusterUMAP(Figure6U),werevealed that the imbalance

of excitatory and inhibitory abundance upon Pten deletion fol-

lowed a trajectory-specific pattern. In the absence of Pten func-
tion, inhibitoryneuronclusters3and9,whichappeared tooriginate

from a distinct trajectory, became more abundant at the expense

of neuronclusters 2, 7, and 8.Wenext investigatedwhether the ef-

fectofPtendeletionmaydifferentiallyaffect theabundanceofspe-

cific adult GABAergic neuronal subtypes. Our previous analysis

demonstrated thatclusters3and9sharedhigh levelsof similarities

with specific adult GABAergic types SCINH1, SCINH2, SCINH3,

SCINH6, and SCINH10 (Figure 1H). We extracted inhibitory neu-

rons from the adult reference dataset24 and visualized the expres-

sion of markers of several well-known SC inhibitory neuron

types.40 Our analysis revealed that SCINH1 and SCINH3 were a

subset of parvalbumin (PV)-positive neurons, SCINH2 and
Neuron 112, 230–246, January 17, 2024 239
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SCINH10 were a subset of calbindin 2 (CB)-positive neurons, and

SCINH6 represented the only cluster of somatostatin (SST)-posi-

tiveneurons (FiguresS8I andS8J). Thus,wepredict thatPtendele-

tion may selectively increase the relative abundance of specific

molecularlydefinedGABAergicneuronal typeswithpotential func-

tional impact. Altogether, our results revealed an essential cell-

autonomousPten function in establishinganappropriate quantita-

tive balance of distinct excitatory and inhibitory neuron types and

thus overall neuronal SC cell-type diversity.

DISCUSSION

In the developing SC, RGPsestablish the full spectrumof cell-type

diversity. However, the underlying fundamentals regulating RGP

proliferation behavior, neurogenic and gliogenic potential, and

lineage progression are poorly understood. In our study, we capi-

talized upon the exquisite single-cell resolution of the MADM

approach, incombinationwithscRNA-seq technologies, topursue

systematic cell lineage tracing in SC in silico and in situ, preserving

thecompletespatial information.We foundacommonpool of resi-

dent progenitors that can generate the full spectrum of all known

neuronal types to occupy the distinct layers in themature SC. Indi-

vidual RGPs progress rapidly from proliferative to neurogenic and

then to gliogenic proliferation mode and show exceptional multi-

potency fromearly stages in their lineage until their terminal neuro-

genic division.Collectively, our results define the cellular principles

and provide an inaugural ontogenetic framework of the SC at

single-RGP/-cell level (Figure 7). We discuss our findings in the

general context of neural stem cell lineage progression and RGP

multipotency in the generation of neuronal cell-type diversity.

RGP lineage progression in developing SC
The SC constitutes a laminar structure similar to the cerebral cor-

tex where the consecutive buildup of distinct layers follows a pre-
Figure. 6. Pten is required for appropriate relative proportions of SC e

(A–C) Experimental mosaic MADM paradigms to assess cell-autonomous Pten fu

Nestin-Cre+/�) (A), all cells were Pten+/+, whereas in mosaic Pten-MADM (MAD

Pten�/�. Sparse MADM labeling enables us to probe the cell-autonomous fun

Figures S8B and S8C.

(D–M) Representative images (D–G and I–L) and quantification (H and M) of MADM

and Pten-MADM (F, G, K, and L). Magnified images of yellow boxed regions are

cells at P0 (H) and neurons at P28 (M) in control-MADM: n = 5 in (H) and 4 in (M); P

p = 0.00002 in (M). **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.

(N) Experimental setup to isolate MADM-labeled green cells in control-MADM (Pt

data analysis. Data integration was performed using the reference dataset.23

(O) UMAP indicating distinct clusters of neuronal and glial cell types in dorsal midb

n = 1,889 Pten�/� cells).

(P) Relative abundance (fraction ± 95%Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) of

567) neurons; chi-squared p = 0.49.

(Q and R) Number of up- or down-regulated DEGs (Q) and their associated GO ter

neurons. GO terms for interneuron, developmental, and cell cycle categories we

(S) UMAP clusters containing either excitatory-only, inhibitory-only, or mixed neu

(T) Relative abundance (fraction ± 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) of

Chi-squared statistics per category after multiple test correction; p = 9.9 3 10�6

(U and V) Cluster (as identified in Figure S1C) assignment of control andPtenKO ce

each cluster. Significant changes are highlighted on UMAP as higher/lower/unc

(fraction ± 95% Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals) in bar plot (V). Chi-squar

4.4 3 10�13 for cluster 3; 0.014 for cluster 9; 0.014 for cluster 7; and 0.09 for clu

Scale bars, 200 mm (D and F), 30 mm (E–G), 400 mm (I–K), and 90 mm (J and L).

See also Figure S8.
cise temporally stereotyped pattern.41,42 For instance, earlier-

born corticofugal cortical projection neurons occupy lower layers,

and later-born callosal neurons locate primarily to the upper

layers.43,44 Interestingly, using 3H-thymidine autoradiography

and analysis at the population level, previous studies indicated

possible inside-out order of SC lamina emergence.45 However,

our spatiotemporal analysis of individual MADM clones with sin-

gle-cell resolution did not indicate any temporally stereotyped

pattern of SC lamina appearance. Instead, SC neurons born at

earlier stages did not exclusively populate the PAG and/or dSC,

and later-born neurons were distributed across the PAG and

both sSC and dSC laminae. Thus, temporal RGP lineage progres-

sion could not predict the laminar position of nascent SC neurons,

unlike in the developing neocortex. Recent work46 (https://

neurobirth.org/) using advanced birth-dating methods to catalog

neurogenesis in different brain regions including SCprovided find-

ings at a population level consistent with ours. The authors found

that the peak of SC neurogenesis was earlier and much quicker

than it was during corticogenesis (�E11–E13). They also observed

that neurogenesis of distinct SC layers was much less temporally

defined than that of the cortical layers. Importantly, SC neurons

did not appear to follow a temporal order of production, i.e., dis-

played a lack of inside-out order of generation.

The progression of neocortical RGP lineage follows a highly

stereotyped temporal sequential pattern, and the neuronal

output at any given stage is highly predictable. Once neocortical

RGPs switch from proliferative division mode to asymmetric

neurogenic mode at a critical time, RGPs produce �8–9 postmi-

totic neurons.35 In stark contrast, there is no clear temporal sep-

aration of proliferative and neurogenic division modes in the

developing SC. Furthermore, the neurogenic output of individual

SC RGPs is highly variable throughout the neurogenic window,

albeit the overall output decreases exponentially from E9.5 to

E12.5, contrasting the unitary output of neurogenic neocortical
xcitatory/inhibitory neuron types

nction in establishing SC cell-type diversity. In control-MADM (MADM-19GT/TG;

M-19GT/TG,Pten-flox;Nestin-Cre+/�) (B), red cells were Pten+/+ and green cells

ction with single-cell resolution in time course at P0 and P28 (C). See also

-labeled cells in SC at P0 (D–H) and P28 (I–M) in control-MADM (D, E, I, and J)

shown in (E), (G), (J), and (L). Quantification of green/red ratio (mean ± SEM) of

ten-MADM: n = 7 in (H) and 4 in (M). Mann-Whitney test, p = 0.0025 in (H); t test;

en+/+) and in Pten-MADM (Pten�/�) at P0 in dorsal midbrain for scRNA-seq and

rain at P0 and identified based on reference annotations (n = 2,985 Pten+/+ and

immature and mature control (light gray, n = 1,080) and Pten KO (dark gray, n =

ms (R) in Pten KO compared with control were plotted for immature andmature

re indicated.

ronal populations of n = 848 Pten+/+ and n = 436 Pten�/� cells.

each type was indicated between control (light gray) and Pten KO (dark gray).

for Exc, p = 0.048 for Exc/Inh, and p = 0.0013 for Inh.

lls and relative abundance of control (light gray) andPtenKO (dark gray) cells in

hanged in Pten KO relative to control (U) and indicated as relative distribution

ed statistics per cluster after multiple test correction; 9.53 10�7 for cluster 2;

ster 8. *p < 0.1; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001.
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Figure 7. Multipotent progenitors instruct ontogeny and the gener-

ation of cell-type diversity in developing SC

(A) Framework of SC ontogeny. During early SC development at E9.5, the vast

majority of radial glial progenitors (RGPs) self-amplify through proliferative cell

divisions to increase their progenitor pool. Thereafter, between E10.5 and

E12.5, RGPs undergo neurogenic divisions to produce nascent neurons

destined for all layers (sSC, superficial SC; dSC, deep SC; PAG, peri-

aqueductal gray), regardless of developmental time. SC gliogenesis occurs

after neurogenesis in a subset of RGPs. In their rapid lineage progression,

multipotent resident RGPs ultimately produce the full complement of all

neuronal cell types as well as astrocytes and oligodendrocytes as observed in

the mature SC.

(B) Generation of neuronal cell-type diversity in developing SC. During their

entire neurogenic phase, individual progenitors exhibit full multipotent po-

tential regardless of the size of their neuronal output (clonal unit). Regardless, if

individual RGPs produce many clonally related cells (multi-cell clone) or only

two cells in a terminal division (2-cell clone), RGPs can generate both excit-

atory and inhibitory neurons at near-random frequency. At the level of all

neuronal types (based on single-cell transcriptome), each RGP retains full

multipotency with the capacity to generate the complete spectrum of all 16 SC

neuron types (represented by the inset of a cell with 16 colors), without any pre-

defined composition or preference.
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RGPs. SC gliogenesis, however, seems largely analogous to

neocortical glia production. MADM glial clonal analysis revealed

that neurogenesis strictly precedes glia production, beginning

�E12.5, and that only a fraction of neurogenic RGPs continued

to produce glia.35,47 Nevertheless, SC progenitors clearly prog-

ress in a less predictable manner in their lineage than neocortical

RGPs. Interestingly, neurogenesis in the developing retina ap-

pears to occur in even more unpredictable pattern48,49 where

progenitors are thought to be subjected to stochastic factors

during lineage progression.50,51 However, unlike in the devel-

oping SC, retinal cell types are produced over a prolonged
242 Neuron 112, 230–246, January 17, 2024
period of embryonic and postnatal neurogenesis lasting until

P11.52,53 Thus, despite less predictable lineage pattern, SC

RGPs complete neurogenesis rapidly during embryogenesis (in

just about 3 days), thereby limiting the available developmental

time window and thus lineage-influencing factors.

Emergence of cell-type diversity in SC
Ever since the identification of RGPs in the mouse SC4 and optic

tectum in non-mammalian vertebrates,16,17 their neurogenic po-

tential has not been determined at the individual progenitor level.

Whether resident RGPs constitute the sole source of SC neuron

types is also not clear. In effect, in many brain areas, excitatory

and inhibitory neuron types emerge from genetically distinct

RGP types, and their generation is spatially and/or temporally

segregated. For instance, glutamatergic excitatory projection

neurons in the developing neocortex emerge from RGPs located

in the ventricular zone of the dorsal telencephalon,44,54–56

whereas GABAergic cortical inhibitory neurons originate from

RGPs in the ventral ganglionic eminences.57–59 Likewise, distinct

neuron types destined for the olfactory bulb,60,61 ventral

midbrain,62 or the cerebellum63 are generated at very distant

‘‘tissue-extrinsic’’ progenitor niches. In the developing SC,

however, our systematic in silico and in situ cell lineage tracing

revealed that all neuron types, including the full spectrum of glu-

tamatergic excitatory andGABAergic inhibitory neurons, emerge

from local RGPs. At least at the qualitative level based on tran-

scriptional signature, no extrinsic source was required to estab-

lish the complete set of SC neuronal types. It will be interesting to

assess in the future whether and how putative SC-external sour-

ces could add quantitatively to the overall cell numbers.

At the molecular level, the MADM-based analysis identified a

cell-autonomous role of Pten in establishing appropriate relative

SC neuron-type abundance. Interestingly, previous work has

shown that deletion of Pten was associated with enlarged

midbrain structures, which in turn disrupted sensory processing

in mice.64,65 Furthermore, conditional ablation of Pten in cortical

interneurons resulted in a cell-type-specific increase of PV/SST

neuron ratio.36 However, a general role for PTEN signaling in

generating overarching cell-type diversity in a particular brain re-

gion has not been defined. In our study, we showed that Pten

deletion results in an overall increase of Pten�/� mutant cells in

SC. However, the relative fractions of certain SCexcitatory neuron

types were significantly decreased, whereas particular inhibitory

neuron types were increased. The bias in SC neuron types, likely

including specific subsets of PV-, SST-, and CB-expressing inhib-

itory neurons, appeared to emerge in a developmental trajectory-

specificmanner, implying criticalPten function at specific inferred

cell lineage points during SC development. It will thus be impor-

tant in the future to isolate molecular correlates that define these

critical lineage points. In conclusion, Pten function seems not

only necessary for appropriate relative excitatory/inhibitory

neuron-type numbers but more generally for the faithful establish-

ment of overall cell-type diversity in the developing SC.

RGP multipotency and lineage relationship in
generating neuronal diversity in SC
How RGP lineage and thus clonal relationship contribute to the

generation of cell-type diversity in the developing brain is a
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fundamental issue but incompletely understood. In order to

obtain definitive information, it is essential to trace RGP-derived

lineages at the single-cell level and determine the cell identity of

all sibling cells in situ. The MADM-CloneSeq approach that we

have presented here provides a genetic approach combining

in vivo cell lineage information and transcriptional cell-type

identity with preserved spatial information. By using MADM-

CloneSeq, we have demonstrated in our study that individual

SC RGPs can generate the complete spectrum of all excitatory

and inhibitory neuron types. Individual RGP MADM clones in

mature SC did not show any pre-defined cell-type composition,

even in two-cell clones originating from terminal RGP division.

Hence, RGPs in the developing SC show multipotency along

their entire neurogenic lineage.

A seemingly shared common lineage of excitatory and inhibi-

tory neurons has been reported in progenitors located within the

p2 domain in the developing spinal cord and generating both

v2aINs (excitatory) and v2bINs (inhibitory) neurons66 although

these data emerged from population analysis rather than sin-

gle-clone assessment. Thus, whether p2 progenitors, at the indi-

vidual progenitor level, are truly bi-potent (and to which extent

along their lineage) remains to be clarified. Perhaps interestingly,

recent MADM-based clonal analysis revealed a nested smaller

(<20%) population of embryonic Sox2+ progenitors with the po-

tential to generate two specific neuronal types in the cerebellum,

namely, GABAergic Purkinje cells (PCs) and glutamatergic

granule cells (GCs).67 However, the generation of cerebellar

inhibitory PCs and excitatory GCs is strictly separated in large

spatiotemporal dimensions. While PCs are generated around

E12 by progenitors residing in the embryonic ventricular zone,

GCs are only produced several weeks later at postnatal stages

when progenitors locate to the external granule cell layer.68

Thus, the prolonged temporal period correlating with this nested

population of bi-potent cerebellar progenitors, in combination

with changing extrinsic signaling cues, may likely explain their

neurogenic potency. Whether truly multipotent cerebellar pro-

genitors, with the capacity to produce all the distinct cerebellar

neuron types, exist, awaits further investigation. By contrast,

>75% of SC progenitors showed multipotency and even beyond

‘‘simple’’ classification of excitatory and inhibitory neuron fate.

Regardless of the precise molecular mechanisms that regulate

SC multipotent progenitor fate potential, it is intriguing to note

that in both spinal cord and cerebellar progenitor niches, Notch

signaling appears to instruct the binary cell fate choice.66,67

Cardinal multipotent progenitors, generating the major cell

types, have been described in the retina.69–72 However, similar

to cerebellum, different retinal cell types are generated during

prolonged periods including from embryonic49 to postnatal48

developmental stages. By contrast, the production of all distinct

neuron types in SC occurs within a narrow (2–3 days) develop-

mental time window. To corroborate our data, a recent study

using bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) labeling methods and immuno-

histochemistry showed that nascent SC neurons born at E12.5

were already immunopositive for either excitatory or inhibitory

markers 16 h later.14 Thus, the multipotency of SC RGPs ap-

pears to precipitate in very short developmental period. The

extent of RGP multipotency in SC lasts up to the terminal pro-

genitor cell division based on our two-cell MADM clone dataset.
Hence, SC RGPs at their final division can still produce any pair

of distinct neuronal types. By contrast, retinal progenitors

appear to lose or restrict some of their multipotency over time

because progenitors isolated postnatally produced only four

different retinal cell types.48 Furthermore, several studies have

identified terminally dividing retinal progenitors that showed

certain bias in the fate potential of their two daughter cells.73–75

In conclusion, bi-/multipotent progenitors have been identified

in certain developing stem cell niches besides SC. However,

whether they all show true multipotency at the individual progen-

itor level, and if they retain full multipotency along the entire line-

age, is not clear. While in certain lineages, e.g., the developing

retina, progenitor fate-restriction over time seems evident,

RGPs in SC preserved their full multipotency until the last neuro-

genic division. Importantly, the neurogenic period in multipotent

SC RGPs was very short, lasting just a few days, while progeni-

tors in the retina (and to some extent cerebellum) produce the full

spectrum of distinct cell types over the course of several weeks.

Taken together, our data provide an inaugural ontogenetic

framework of SC development at single-cell resolution and re-

vealed the cellular principles of SC RGP lineage progression in

establishing neuronal cell-type diversity.
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Deposited data

Pten+/+ and Pten-/- scRNA-Seq This study GEO: GSE245104

Fzd10 embryo pool scRNA-Seq This study GEO: GSE245105

E10 MADM-CloneSeq This study GEO: GSE245102

E12 MADM-CloneSeq This study GEO: GSE245103

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Mouse: MADM-11-GT The Jackson Laboratory

Hippenmeyer et al.30
RRID:IMSR_JAX:013749
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Mouse: MADM-11-TG The Jackson Laboratory

Hippenmeyer et al.30
RRID:IMSR_JAX:013751
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Contreras et al.32
RRID:IMSR_EM:14720

Mouse: MADM-19-TG European Mouse Mutant Archive (EMMA)

Contreras et al.32
RRID:IMSR_EM:14721

Mouse: mTmG The Jackson Laboratory

Muzumdar et al.28
RRID:IMSR_JAX:007676

Mouse: Ptenflox The Jackson Laboratory

Groszer et al.38
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Arnold et al.33
RRID:IMSR_JAX:017593

Mouse: TaumGFP The Jackson Laboratory

Hippenmeyer et al.77
RRID:IMSR_JAX:021162

Mouse: Fzd10-CreER This study N/A

Software and algorithms

ZEN Digital Imaging for Light Microscopy –

Blue 2.3 and 2.6

Zeiss https://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/en/

products/software/zeiss-zen.html

RRID:SCR_013672

Graphpad Prism 8.0 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-

software/prism/

RRID:SCR_002798

Fiji (v1.53) Schindelin et al.78 https://fiji.sc/

RRID:SCR_002285

Cellranger (v7.0.0) 10X Genomics https://www.10xgenomics.com/

RRID:SCR_017344

R (v4.0.3/4.1.2/4.2.1) R Project for Statistical Computing https://www.r-project.org/

RRID:SCR_001905

loomR (v0.2.1) N/A https://github.com/mojaveazure/loomR

Seurat (v4.0.4/4.1.0/4.2.0) Hao et al.79 https://github.com/satijalab/seurat

RRID:SCR_016341

GenBinomApps v1.1/1.2 N/A https://cran.r-project.org/

package=GenBinomApps

monocle3 (v1.2.9) Cao et al.80 https://cole-trapnell-lab.github.io/

monocle3/

RRID:SCR_018685

SeuratWrappers (v0.3.1) N/A https://github.com/satijalab/seurat-

wrappers

RRID:SCR_022555

scater (v1.18.6) McCarthy et al.81 https://bioconductor.org/

RRID:SCR_015954

batchelor (v1.6.3) Haghverdi et al.82 https://bioconductor.org/

pheatmap (v1.0.12) N/A https://cran.r-project.org/

package=pheatmap

pvclust package (v2.2.0) N/A https://cran.r-project.org/package=pvclust

velocyto (v0.17.17) La Manno et al.83 https://velocyto.org

RRID:SCR_018167

scvelo (v0.2.4) Bergen et al.84 https://github.com/theislab/scvelo

RRID:SCR_018168

STAR (v.2.7.9a) Dobin et al.85 https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR

RRID:SCR_004463

BZ-II Viewer software Keyence N/A
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CellSens software Olympus https://www.olympus-lifescience.com/en/

software/cellsens/

RRID:SCR_014551

SH800 Cell Sorter software SONY https://www.sonybiotechnology.com/us/

instruments/sh800s-cell-sorter/software/

Scripts generated in this study This study https://github.com/fpauler/Multipotent-

Progenitors-Instruct-Ontogeny-of-the-

Superior-Colliculus

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10089056

(https://zenodo.org/records/10089056)

Other

Cryostat Cryostar NX70 Thermo Fisher Scientific https://www.thermofisher.com

Zeiss Axio Imager 2 Microscope Zeiss https://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/en/

products/light-microscopes.html

RRID:SCR_018876

Zeiss LSM 800 Confocal

Microscope

Zeiss https://www.zeiss.com/microscopy/

en/products/light-microscopes/confocal-

microscopes.html

Sony SH800 Cell Sorter Sony https://www.sonybiotechnology.com/us/

instruments/sh800s-cell-sorter/

RRID:SCR_018066

Dosaka Linear-Pro7 vibratome Dosaka https://www.dosaka-em.jp/haiban/495/

Keyence BZ-9000E inverted fluorescence

microscope

Keyence https://www.keyence.de/products/

microscope/fluorescence-microscope/bz-

9000/models/bz-9000e/

Olympus BX51WI microscope Olympus https://www.olympus-lifescience.com/en/

microscopes/upright/bxwi/

RRID:SCR_023069

Olympus XM10 Camera Olympus https://www.olympus-ims.com/en/

microscope/xm10/

Sutter P-1000 Micropipette Puller Sutter Instrument https://www.sutter.com/MICROPIPETTE/

p-1000.html

RRID:SCR_021042

NovaSeq 6000 Illumina https://www.illumina.com/systems/

sequencing-platforms/novaseq.html

RRID:SCR_016387
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Materials availability
All reagents and mouse lines generated in this study will be shared upon request within the limits of the respective material transfer

agreements. All MADM lines used in this study are publicly available through The Jackson Laboratory, The European Mouse Mutant

Archive (EMMA) and distributed from the University of Veterinary Medicine in Vienna or the Institute of Science and Technology

Austria in Klosterneuburg in Austria.

Data and code availability
All data generated and analyzed in this study are included in the paper and/or supplementary materials. Raw sequencing data has

been deposited at Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO). All scripts that were used to prepare data and figures for this manuscript are

available via GitHub at https://github.com/fpauler. Accession numbers and github DOI are listed in the key resources table. Files for
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Mice
All animal procedures were approved by the Austrian Federal Ministry of Science and Research in accordance with the Austrian

and European Union animal law (license number: BMWF-66.018/0007-II/3b/2012 and BMWFW-66.018/0006-WF/V/3b/2017).

Experimental mice were bred and maintained according to regulations approved by institutional animal care and use commit-

tee, institutional ethics committee and the guidelines of the preclinical facility (PCF) at IST Austria. Mice were housed at 21±1�C
ambient temperature and 40-55% humidity in 12 hrs dark/light cycles. Transgenic mouse lines with MADM cassettes inserted in

Chr.1130 and Chr.19,32 Sox2CreER,33 Nestin-Cre,76 mTmG reporter,28 Pten-flox38 have been previously described. All mouse

lines were kept in mixed C57/Bl6, FVB and CD1 genetic background. In some experiments, wild-type CD1 mice were also

used. Both male and female littermates of the desired genotypes were used randomly. Mice were used at an age range

from 2-8 months for breeding and from E9.5 to P30 for experiments. All efforts were made to minimize the number of animals

used following the 3R principles.

METHOD DETAILS

Generation of Experimental Mice
Fzd10-CreER+/- transgenic mice

While in search for a promoter that drives midbrain-specific expression in mouse embryos, we were inspired by previous work

using the promoter of Fzd10, a Wnt receptor, to drive expression in several posterior brain regions including the dorsal part of

the midbrain and thalamus.86 Fzd10 is highly expressed endogenously in the developing midbrain from as early as E9.5.87 Inter-

estingly, Fzd10 is also the only Fzd isoform expressed in the midbrain that is not also expressed in the cortex.88 In an effort to more

faithfully/cleanly recapitulate endogenous expression pattern in this study, we generated a Fzd10-CreER transgene using a slightly

larger promoter fragment than previously used.86 Fzd10-CreER+/- transgenic mice were generated as follows. A 9.5 kb fragment

containing upstream promoter region of mouse Frizzled10 (Fzd10) gene was subcloned into pGEM vector (Promega). CreERT2

gene,89 a gift from K. Miyamichi, was inserted in frame with the endogenous start ATG of Fzd10. Immediately downstream of

CreERT2, a cassette comprised of an IRES-taulacZ followed by SV40 polyadenylation signal,90 gift from S. Arber, was inserted.

The final Fzd10-CreERT2-IRES-TLZ transgene fragment was excised from the modified vector with PmeI and AscI, purified by

agarose gel electrophoresis followed by QIAEX II (Qiagen), and injected into pronuclei of fertilized one-cell eggs from FVB at

the Stanford Transgenic Facility. In total, seven Fzd10-CreER+/- transgenic founders were identified by PCR genotyping using

Cre-specific primers. Upon assessment of TM (Sigma-Aldrich)-induced recombination in Tau::mGFP reporter,77 one line (2#5)

was maintained for all further investigation in this study.

mTmG;Fzd10-CreER+/- mice for scRNA-seq experiments

To selectively label and isolate cells of the Fzd10-lineage in the embryonic dorsal midbrain, Fzd10-CreER+/- mice were crossed with

mTmG reporter line to generatemTmG;Fzd10-CreER+/- embryos. Timed pregnant females received intraperitoneal (IP) injections of

TM (1 mg/mouse dissolved in corn oil) at E10.5. Upon Cre activation, a switch of fluorescent color from red (tdT) to green (GFP), ac-

cording to the mTmG principle28 was observed in the embryonic midbrain cells (Figures S2I–S2K). Dorsal midbrain from these

mTmG;Fzd10-CreER+/- embryos were isolated at E12.5, E14.5 and E16.5 for scRNA-seq experiments.

Mice containing SC MADM clones

MADM clone induction in SC was adapted from previously described protocols.30,31 In brief, MADM-11GT/TG;CreER mice were

generated by crossing MADM-11GT/GT;CreER with MADM-11TG/TG mice (Figure S3A). Two inducible Cre drivers (Sox2-CreER and

Fzd10-CreER) were used independently to generate SC MADM clones. To induce MADM clones, timed pregnant females were IP

injected with TM (1-2 mg/mouse dissolved in corn oil) at E9.5, 10.5, 11.5, or 12.5, respectively. At E19.5, litters were delivered by

caesarean section and raised with foster females. Experimental mice were collected for analysis between P28-P30 (Figure S3B).

In total, we obtained 268 clones from 273 brains which equals to an overall average of 0.982 clone/brain (126 clones/131 Fzd10-

CreER+/- brains and 142 clones/142 Sox2CreER/+ brains).

Control-MADM and Pten-MADM mice

To generate MADM genetic mosaic mice for Pten gene, we followed previously established protocols.32,37 In brief, the Pten-flox

allele was recombined onto Chr.19 containing the MADM-TG cassette to generate MADM-19TG/TG,Pten-flox stocks. Next, MADM-

19TG/TG,Pten-flox were crossed with MADM-19GT/GT;Nestin-Cre+/- to generate Control-MADM (MADM-19GT/TG;Nestin-Cre+/-) and

Pten-MADM (MADM-19GT/TG,Pten-flox;Nestin-Cre+/-) mice (Figure S8B). Upon Cre recombinase-mediated interchromosomal recom-

bination for reconstitution of fluorescent MADM markers, all (red tdT+, green GFP+ and yellow tdT+/GFP+) cells in Control-MADM

were wild-type (Pten+/+) whereas in Pten-MADM red tdT+ cells were wild-type (Pten+/+), green GFP+ cells homozygous mutant

(Pten-/-) and yellow tdT+/GFP+ cells heterozygous (Pten+/-) in an otherwise unlabeled Pten+/- environment (Figures 6A–6C and

S8C). Control-MADM and Pten-MADM brain samples were collected at P0 and P28 for histological studies; and at P0 for scRNA-

seq experiments. For scRNA-seq experiments, only green Pten+/+ and green Pten-/- cells were collected from Control-MADM and

Pten-MADM, respectively.
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Single-cell RNA Sequencing
Preparation of single-cell suspension

Embryonic dorsal midbrains were dissected at E12.5, E14.5 and E16.5 by first cutting the skin and skull to expose the dorsal part of

the brain. An incision was made between the forebrain-midbrain boundary and another one between the midbrain-hindbrain bound-

ary with fine surgical scissors. Two horizontal cuts were then made through the aqueduct to free the dorsal midbrains. In total, 9, 8,

and 3 dorsal midbrains were pooled for each of E12.5, E14.5 and E16.5 time points, respectively. To isolate P0 dorsal midbrains, mice

were first decapitated and the brains dissected from the skull. After removing the cortices to expose the midbrain, two cuts were

made with sharp razor blades: one between the forebrain-SC boundary and another between the SC-inferior colliculus boundary.

Both cuts were angled to meet at the aqueduct thus avoiding contamination from ventral midbrain regions. In total, 26 Control-

MADM and 24 Pten-MADMdorsal midbrains were separately pooled. The subsequent preparation procedures of single-cell suspen-

sion from these tissues were adapted and modified from previous protocols.91 Dissected tissues were first incubated in Earle’s

Balanced Salt Solution (EBSS, Thermo Fischer Scientific) containing Papain (Worthington) and DNaseI (Worthington) for 30 mins

at 37oC with gentle shaking at 150rpm. After adding Ovomucoid I-Albumin (Worthington), tissue suspension was briefly dissociated

mechanically with a pipette. After centrifugation at 1000rpm for 10 mins at room temperature, cell pellet was re-suspended and

further mechanically dissociated until a homogeneous cell suspension was obtained. A second centrifugation at 1500rpm for

10mins at room temperature produced the final pellet for fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) for embryonic samples. P0 sam-

ples were processed further to remove debris due to an increased amount of myelination in themidbrain at this time point. Cell pellets

were re-suspended and mixed with cold Debris Removal Solution (Miltenyi Biotec). The mixture was carefully overlaid with cold PBS

before centrifugation at 3000 x g for 10 mins at 4oC. The top two layers containing PBS and debris were then aspirated and removed.

The remaining cleaned cell suspension was then collected by a last centrifugation at 1000 x g for 10 mins at 4oC for FACS. Single-cell

suspensions were incubated with Zombie NIR fixable viability dye (Biolegend) and viable GFP+ cells were sort-purified immediately

using a SH800 Cell Sorter (Sony). In total, 33,000 labeled cells were collected from each embryonic time point while 14,000 and

12,000 labeled cells were sorted from P0 time point of Control-MADM and Pten-MADM, respectively. All cells were sorted in

freshly prepared cold DMEM (Thermo Fisher Scientific) supplemented with fetal bovine and horse serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific)

and processed immediately.

Preparation of cDNA libraries and scRNA-seq

cDNA libraries were generated from Control-MADM, Pten-MADM, and pooled embryonic dorsal midbrain samples containing

Fzd10-lineage cells using the Chromium Controller and the Next GEM Single Cell 3’ Reagent Kit (v3.1, 10x Genomics) according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. Libraries were sequenced by the Biomedical Sequencing Facility at the CeMM Research Center

for Molecular Medicine of the Austrian Academy of Sciences, using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 platform. Raw sequencing data was

pre-processed and demultiplexed using bcl2fastq (v 2.20.0.422).

Collection of MADM-labeled Tissue for Histological Studies
Tissue collection and cryosectioning

Tissue collection for histological studies was performed according to previously described protocols.31 For the collection of embry-

onic tissues, the embryos were dissected at specific developmental time points. P0 mice were collected on the day of natural birth.

Brains were dissected after decapitation of mice and fixed in 4% PFA (paraformaldehyde; Sigma-Aldrich) overnight at 4oC. For the

collection of postnatal tissues, mice at P28-P30 were first anesthetized by a mixture of ketamine (65mg/kg), xylazine (13mg/kg) and

acepromazine (2mg/kg) by IP injection. Transcardial perfusion of mice was performed with ice-cold PBS (phosphate-buffered saline)

followed by ice-cold 4% PFA using a peristatic pump (Carl Roth, 4-6ml/min). Perfused brains were removed from the skull and post-

fixed in 4% PFA overnight at 4oC. Upon complete fixation, both embryonic and postnatal brains were transferred to 30% sucrose

solution (Sigma-Aldrich, dissolved in PBS) for 48-72 hrs. Tissues were embedded in Tissue-Tek O.C.T. (Sakura) and stored at

-20oC or -80oC until further use. For histological analysis, both embryonic and postnatal embedded tissues were cryosectioned using

CryoStar NX70 cryostat (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Embryonic tissues were sectioned in either coronal or sagittal orientation at 20-

30mm thickness and directly mounted onto superfrost glass slides (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Postnatal tissues were cryosectioned in

coronal orientation at 30-45mm thickness and first collected in PBS and thenmounted onto glass slides. For brains containingMADM

clones in SC sections were collected, and kept in the same left-right orientation and in serial order, in multiple 24-well plates contain-

ing PBS. Mounted sections were air dried while protected from light and processed immediately for analysis.

Immunostaining

For immunostaining procedures, cryosections mounted on glass slides were first rehydrated with PBS at room temperature for

15 mins whereas acute brain slices (see below) were kept floating in PBS in multi-well plates to optimize permeability. Tissues

were blocked for 2 hrs at room temperature in blocking solution. For cryosections we used 0.5%Triton X-100with 5%Donkey Serum

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS. For acute brain slices 1.2% Triton X-100 with 5% Donkey Serum in PBS was used. For some an-

tibodies, an additional antigen retrieval incubation (Citrate Buffer; 192Mcitric acid + 0.05%Tween20; pH 6.0; at 85oC for 25mins) was

performed prior to adding blocking solution. After blocking, tissues were incubated for 16-48 hrs at 4oC with primary antibodies

diluted in blocking solution. After washing with PBS with Triton X-100 (PBT), tissues were treated for 2 hrs at room temperature

with secondary antibodies diluted in PBT. Finally, cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, Thermo Fisher
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Scientific, 1:5000 dilution) for 15mins. Acute slicesweremounted on glass slides and allowed to dry. All sectionsweremounted using

Mowiol 4-88 (Carl Roth) and 1,4-diazabicyclooctane (DABCO; Carl Roth) and stored at 4�C until image acquisition.

Antibodies

The following primary antibodies were used: chicken anti-GFP (Aves, GFP1020, 1:500), rabbit anti-RFP (MBL, PM005, 1:500),

goat anti-tdTomato (SICgen, ab8181-200, 1:500), chicken anti-beta galactosidase (Abcam, ab9361, 1:1000), rabbit anti-Ki67

(Abcam, ab15580, 1:500), rabbit anti-DCX (Abcam, ab18723, 1:200), mouse anti-NeuN (Millipore, MAB377, 1:100), rabbit anti-

Sox9 (Cell Signaling, 82630, 1:100), and rabbit anti-olig2 (Millipore, AB9610, 1:200). The following secondary antibodies were

used: donkey anti-chicken-Alexa488 (Jackson Immuno, 703-545-155, 1:1000), donkey anti-rabbit-Alexa568 (Life Technologies,

A10042, 1:1000), donkey anti-goat-Alexa568 (Invitrogen, A11057, 1:1000), donkey anti-rabbit-Alexa647 (Life Technologies,

A31573, 1:1000), donkey anti-goat-Alexa647 (Life Technologies, A21447, 1:1000), and donkey anti-mouse-Alexa647 (Life Technol-

ogies, A31571, 1:1000).

Image acquisition and processing

Before image acquisition of sparsely-labeled MADM clones in SC, mounted serial sections were first screened for clones using an

axioscope (Zeiss Axio Imager, Zeiss) coupled to a CoolLED p300 SB light source (CoolLED) and equipped with Plan-Apochromat

10x/0.45 and 20x/0.8 objectives (Zeiss). Green and red fluorescence were observed using an HC-dualband GFP/DsRed filter

(F56-420, AHF). The presence of MADM-labeled cells in SC was documented for subsequent confocal image acquisition. Confocal

image acquisition was performed using LSM 800 series inverted confocal microscopes (Zeiss) and analyzed using ZEN Blue 2.3 and

2.6 software (Zeiss). Confocal images were acquired in z-stacks and tiles with excitation lasers 405, 488, 561, and 640nm. Plan-

Apochromat 10x/0.45 and 20x/0.8 objectives were used. In order to allow accurate post-acquisition image alignment of clones span-

ning across multiple serial sections, the entire dorsal midbrain hemisphere consisting of SC, PAG, midline and aqueduct were

included in the image. Tiled images were subsequently stitched and exported in .tif format as either z-stacks or orthogonal

projections using ZEN Blue built-in processing functions.

MADM-CloneSeq
Acute brain slice preparation and screening for MADM clones

MADM-11GT/TG;CreER experimental mice containingMADMclones in SC at P28-P30were first deeply anesthetized via IP injection of

a mixture of ketamine (90mg/kg) and xylazine (4.5mg/kg), followed by transcardial perfusion with ice-cold, oxygenated (95%O2, 5%

CO2) artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing (in mM): 118 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1.5 MgSO4, 1 CaCl2, 10 Glucose, 3

Myo-inositol, 30 Sucrose, 30 NaHCO3 prepared in diethyl pyrocarbonate (DEPC; Sigma-Aldrich)-treated water; pH=7.4. The brain

was rapidly dissected and coronal slices of 200 mm thickness including SC were cut using a Linear-Pro7 vibratome (Dosaka, Japan).

To preserve left-right orientation, each brain was marked on the ventral part of one hemisphere with a clean razorblade. Individual

slices containing SC were first screened on both sides for the presence of MADM-labeled cells using an inverted fluorescence

phase-contrast microscope (BZ-9000E; Keyence, Japan). Images were captured and processed using BZ-II Viewer (Keyence,

Japan) for documentation and also used post-hoc to locate cells for collection. Screened slices containing SC MADM clones

were returned to a custom-made multi-well recovery chamber (designed and 3D-printed by Robert Beattie, https://www.

printables.com, 3D model 361319) and left to recover for 20 mins at 35�C, followed by a slow cool down to room temperature

over 40-60 mins.

MADM-CloneSeq sample collection

The sample collection steps for MADM-CloneSeq were adapted from previously published protocols92,93 and optimized for speed

and coverage of sparsely-labeled cells of MADM clones. To prevent RNA degradation, all solutions were prepared using water pre-

treated with DEPC. All work surface and equipment were cleaned using RNase away solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) prior to ex-

periments. Single acute slice containing MADM clones was first transferred to a BX51WI microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and

superfused with ACSF at a rate of 1-2 ml/min at room temperature. Individual neurons were visualized under a 60x objective via

infrared / differential interference contrast (IR/DIC) video system using an XM10 camera (Olympus) and cellSens software (Olympus).

To observe red or green fluorescence, light was emitted from a pE-300 LED light source (CoolLED, Andover, UK). Glass pipettes

(B150-86-10, Sutter Instrument, Novato, CA) previously treated with DEPC and dried at 80oC were pulled using a P-1000 pipette

puller (Sutter Instrument) to generate pipettes with opening of around 3-5mm or 1-3MU. Immediately before use, each pipette was

filled with 3ml of pipette solutionwhich consisted of RNase inhibitor (Takara, 5% for collection fromE10 clones and 0.4% for collection

from E12 clones) in RNase-free PBS (Invitrogen) filtered through a 0.22mm filter. Red or green fluorescent neurons were approached

with the pipette under positive pressure to avoid tissue contamination of the pipette tip. Each cell was approached from around 45o

angle above the surface. When contact with cell membrane was made, tight seal formation was achieved under IR/DIC visualization.

The complete aspiration of the cell body was immediately performed by applying a gentle and steady suction while monitoring under

fluorescence and typically takes 5-10 s. The negative pressure was removed immediately once the target cell was collected and the

pipette was carefully withdrawn from the acute slice to avoid contamination. For the collection from E10 clones, the content of each

pipette wasmixedwith 1ml of 0.8%Triton-X (final concentration of 0.2%Triton-X, Sigma-Aldrich) and then stored in individual wells of

96-well plates. For the collection from E12 clones, the content of each pipette was directly transferred into individual PCR tubes. In

both cases, samples were kept at -80oC until cDNA library preparation. At the end of sample collection, all acute slices which
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contained the whole or part of a clone were fixed in 4%PFA at 4oC overnight. Fixed acute slices were then washed in and transferred

to PBS and stored at 4oC until batch immunostaining procedures to reconstruct clones. See section on Immunostaining.

Preparation of cDNA libraries and RNA-seq

Individual MADM-CloneSeq cells were subsequently processed for RNA-seq. cDNA libraries from E10 clones were prepared fol-

lowed by Smart-seq2 protocol94 using custom reagents (VBCF GmbH). cDNA libraries from E12 clones were prepared using

SMART-Seq Single Cell PLUS Kit (Takara). Pools of libraries were sequenced on Illumina platforms at the VBCF NGS Unit

(https://www.viennabiocenter.org/facilities/).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

MADM Clonal Analysis and 3D Reconstruction of Clones
MADM-clonal analysis using MADM-11 transgenic lines has been previously validated to sparsely target single dividing progenitors

giving rise to distinct clusters of cells each representing individual clonal units.31,35,95,96 In particular, nearest-neighbor distance anal-

ysis was used to confirm clonality in sparse induction paradigm.35 In the present study, an average nearest distance between two

clonally-related cells of 158±6mmm (n=160 clones) was within the reported range.35 Furthermore, high confidence of sparseness

in labeling is attributed to the rare occurrence of MADM events in combination with a very low level of CreER activity. Here, we

have titrated the dose of TM to1-2mg per mouse to obtain an average of less than one (0.982) cluster of MADM-labeled cells per

brain. In the case when more than one cell clusters were found in the same brain, a 300mm minimum distance of separation was

used as criteria to spatially distinguish separate clones. Taken together, the above validations support the notion of very low prob-

ability of simultaneously targeting multiple RGPs in close proximity.

Serial confocal z-stacks of each MADM clone in SC were first aligned in Fiji software v1.5378 using custom-generated macro. The

macro relied on user input to define a line ROI in themiddle of each stack to be aligned against the previous stack. User input included

the manual drawing of a straight line from the dorsal most border of the aqueduct along the midline using the Straight line tool. Upon

execution of themacro, the first stack would be rotated such that themidline was exactly vertical. Subsequent stacks were rotated in

the same manner and then shifted in the x- and y- dimension such that the aqueduct aligned with the previous stack. The macro

automatically saved individual aligned stacks, an aligned stack of the complete clone and its maximum z-projection. After image

alignment, initial data analysis involved counting of the number of red and green cells per clone. Next, the 3D coordinates of each

cell were marked using Fiji Point tool and saved in ROI manager. For each clone, a reference point (x=0, y=0, z=0) was always set

to the dorsal most point of the aqueduct in the middle z-plane of the clone. Apart from the 3D coordinates of each cell, other param-

eters were also noted: color (belonging to the red or green subclone), morphology (neuron, astrocyte, or oligodendrocyte), spatial

location (sSC, dSC and PAG visibly demarcated by DAPI signal). For population analysis, astrocytes were identified based on their

distinct protoplasmicmorphology and oligodendrocytes were labeled using anti-Olig2 antibodies to distinguish them from small neu-

rons. All information were then stored in Microsoft Excel for further analysis. For the quantification of 3D parameters of clones, we

determined amidline projecting through the reference point and the centroid of the clone. Themaximum radial displacements of cells

from the reference point in 3D were then calculated for each clone. Similarly, maximum tangential displacement of cells from the

midline in 3D was also determined for each clone. The cell dispersion in each clone was calculated based on the standard deviation

of each cell location in 3D. For MADM population analysis of Control-MADM and Pten-MADM tissues, cell counting was performed

using a built-in pluginCell Counter. The counts and x-y coordinates of red and green cells were exported toMicrosoft Excel for further

analysis.

RNA Sequencing Data Analysis
Embryonic scRNA-sequencing data analysis

Initial analysis, including integration was performed using R v4.1.2 and Seurat v4.1.0.79

La Manno et al. dataset: For the embryonic reference single-cell count data23 was downloaded from https://storage.googleapis.

com/linnarsson-lab-loom/dev_all.loom. Loom files were processed using loomR (0.2.1). Cells were retained based on the following

annotations stored as column attributes: Tissue: Midbrain or MidbrainDorsal, Subclass contains: midbrain or mixed. For cells with

Age e9.0, e10.0, e11.0 we retained cells with the following Location attributes: Caudal and dorsal midbrain (caudal m1A), Alar plate

of the midbrain and diencephalon, Roof plate of midbrain, diencephalon and pallium, Midbrain-hindbrain boundary diffuse, Midbrain

and diencephalon roof plate, Midbrain alar plate, Midbrain roof plate, subpallium ganglionic eminence, Midbrain diencephalon roof

plate, Midbrain dorsal, hindbrain lateral, Midbrain. Class: Neuron, Neuroblast, Radial glia. A Seurat object was prepared with these

cells using CreateSeuratObject with min.cells = 5, min.features = 500 parameters. We split this data by the Age attribute, normalised

each dataset using NormalizeData with normalization.method = "LogNormalize", scale.factor = 10000 parameters and determined

variable features using FindVariableFeatures with selection.method = "vst", nfeatures = 2000 parameters. Pooled embryonic Fzd10-

lineage dataset: Initial analyses was performed using cellranger-7.0.0 with transcriptome version: mm10-2020-A, including intronic

information. All downstream analyses were performed using filtered_feature_bc_matrix.h5 file from CellRanger. We created a Seurat

object from this data using CreateSeuratObject with min.cells = 3, min.features = 200 parameters and retained only high quality cells

based on these parameters: nFeature_RNA > 200 & nFeature_RNA < 6000 & percent.mt < 5. Normalisation and finding variable fea-

tures was done as for the reference. All reference and the pooled embryonic Fzd10-lineage data were integrated using
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SelectIntegrationFeatures, FindIntegrationAnchors and IntegrateData with default parameters. For downstream analyses we used

the predictive power of the large, integrated dataset, if not stated otherwise. Visualizations focused on La Manno data only, to

improve clarity of data presentation. All subsequent analyses were performed with R v4.2.1 and Seurat v4.2.0.

UMAP, cluster assignment: Initial clustering was performed using ScaleData, RunPCA ( npcs = 30 ), RunUMAP ( reduction = "pca",

dims = 1:26 ), FindNeighbors ( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:23 ), FindClusters ( resolution = 1.8 ). We identified 2 clusters with low

numbers of detected genes that were also disconnected from other cells on the UMAP. Cells from these 2 clusters were removed

and the data re-clustered: RunPCA ( npcs = 50, verbose = FALSE ), RunUMAP( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:30 ), FindNeighbors

( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:30 ), FindClusters( resolution = 0.2 ). Final clustering is visualised in Figure S1C.

Developmental trajectory: Figure S1B: Gene expression was visualized using FeaturePlot with order = T, min.cutoff = "q25", slot =

"scale.data" parameters. Figures 1B, 1D, 1F, 1I: UMAPs show only La Manno et al. cells. Figure 1B: Colors were assigned based on

the Class attribute. Note that Neuroblasts are labeled as Immature Neurons. Figure 1C: Relative abundances of La Manno et al. cells

with a Class attribute were calculated at each available developmental stage. Note that Neuroblast was renamed to Immature Neu-

rons. Figure 1D: Seurat clusters as shown in Figure S1C were assigned a cell type using cells from LaManno et al. and the corre-

sponding Class and the Subclass attributes. Clusters assigned as Excitatory Neurons or Inhibitory Neurons were colored. Figure 1E:

Relative abundances of LaManno et al. cells with a Subclass attribute containing glutamatergic (Excitatory Neurons) or GABA (Inhib-

itory Neurons) were calculated at each available developmental stage. Error bars for both figures were determined with clopper.pear-

son.ci (alpha = 0.05, CI = "two.sided") from GenBinomApps v1.2. Figures 1F and S1D: For monocle3 (v1.2.9)80 analysis the Seurat

object was converted using as.cell_data_set (SeuratWrappers v0.3.1), cells were clustered using cluster_cells and the trajectory

graph was learned using learn_graph with learn_graph_control = list(ncenter=1000, nn.k=25, geodesic_distance_ratio=0.25, eucli-

dean_distance_ratio=1.5), close_loop = T, use_partition = T parameters. Indicated start points of trajectories were defined manually

using order_cells with reduction_method = "UMAP" parameter. Inference of adult cell types: Figures 1H, 1I and S1F: We extracted

UMI counts of relevant cells from the adult mouse SC24 and prepared a Seurat object as described for MADM-CloneSeq reference

cells. Using this Seurat object we followed the standard workflow: NormalizeData, FindVariableFeatures ( selection.method = "vst",

nfeatures = 2000), ScaleData, RunPCA (npcs = 30), RunUMAP ( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:20 ). The resulting UMAP is shown in

Figure S1F. We reasoned that the latest embryonic time point (e18) will be most similar to adult cell types. Therefore we extracted

raw UMI counts for e18.0 cells from the embryonic reference and performed the following processing workflow:

CreateSeuratObject ( min.cells = 3, min.features = 200), NormalizeData, FindVariableFeatures( selection.method = "vst", nfeatures =

2000 ). For label transfer, first transfer anchors were determined: FindTransferAnchors with dims = 1:20, reference.reduction = "pca".

With these anchors label transfer was performed: TransferData ( dims = 1:20 ). This analysis defines similarity scores for each e18

embryonic reference cell to each of the adult cell clusters. Note that we focused this analysis on neurons and thus excluded clusters

0, 6, 11 (Figure S1C) from this analysis. For Figure 1H we calculated the mean similarity score of embryonic reference cells in each

Seurat cluster (Figure S1C) to each of the adult cell types. Heatmap of the resulting matrix was drawn using pheatmap (v1.0.12) with

scale="row". Figure 1I: Finally, we inferred for each adult cell type themost likely cluster of origin in the embryonic data by the highest

mean similarity score and visualised this association on the UMAP.

Fzd10-transgene characterization: Figures S2M–S2O: For QC plots we used nFeature_RNA as genes, nCount_RNA as transcripts.

Figures S2Q–S2R: Number of cells from embryonic reference or from pooled embryonic Fzd10-lineage cells was counted in each

Seurat cluster as shown in Figure S2Q (NOTE: only Fzd10-lineage cells are shown in this UMAP) and Figure S1C. Relative number

of cells in each cluster were calculated and plotted. Pearson’s product-moment correlation and p-value were calculated using cor.t-

est function.

Glia analysis: We created a dedicated Seurat object from reference dataset as described above from LaManno et al., but focusing

on cells with Class attribute: Radial glia and Glioblast. To determine glia progenitors in the pooled embryonic Fzd10 cells, we re-

analyzed the integrated reference and the pooled embryonic Fzd10-lineage data. Since glioblast cells were excluded from the refer-

ence in the initial analysis, we reasoned that glioblast cells from the pooled embryonic Fzd10-lineage data clustered with Radial glia

cells. To identify these cells, we determined clusters with high expression of glia progenitor markers (Aldh1l1, Sox9, Olig2, Olig1) in

the integrated data. Such analysis identified 4 clusters from which we specifically extracted the Fzd10-lineage cells and prepared a

new Seurat object. Next we integrated reference data and pooled embryonic Fzd10-lineage using standard parameters as described

above. Finally we performed ScaleData, RunPCA ( npcs = 30 ) andRunUMAP ( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:15 ) on the integrated data.

MADM-CloneSeq data anlaysis of E10 clones

Reference dataset: As a reference dataset we used published single-cell RNA-seq data24 by downloading the raw read counts in

loom format (https://storage.googleapis.com/linnarsson-lab-loom/l5_all.loom). All statistical analyses were performed in R v4.0.3.

Data alignment and read counting: We obtained single cell RNA-seq data from 429 samples containing 399 neurons and 30 nega-

tive controls. Negative controls contained sample collection solution (5% RNase inhibitor, 0.2% Triton-X RNase-free PBS) prepared

on different days of experiment. Alignment was done using STAR (v.2.7.9a)85 on GRCm39 and Gencode vM27 with STAR parame-

ters: –outFilterMultimapNmax 1 –outSAMstrandField intronMotif –outFilterIntronMotifs RemoveNoncanonical. We retained 352 neu-

rons with > 26000 unique aligned reads (median negative control: 26299.5) and >5% fraction uniquely aligned reads (median negative

control: 2.3%). Reads in exonic and intronic regions (Gencode vM27) were counted using the aligned bam files produced by STAR

and summarizeOverlaps (GenomicAlignments v1.26.0) with singleEnd=TRUE, mode = "IntersectionNotEmpty", ignore.strand = T,

inter.feature = T parameters. TPM values were calculated separately for exonic and intronic regions using calculateTPM (package
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scater v1.18.6).81 Intronic and exonic TPMs for each gene were summed up, transformed as log2(TPM+1) and used for creating a

Seurat (v4.0.4) object with min.cells = 5, min.features = 500 parameters.

Normalized Marker Sum (NMS) analysis: Using the reference dataset we extracted read counts from dorsal midbrain (Tissue =

MBd) cells, removed cells with duplicated CellIDs and created a Seurat object with min.cells = 5, min.features = 500. Expression

values were normalized (NormalizeData with normalization.method = "LogNormalize" and scale.factor = 10000 parameters) and

scaled (ScaleData from Seurat package) using all genes. We identified top 200 marker genes for cell types from Taxonomy Rank

3 withmore than 100 cells (Oligodendrocytes, Di- andmesencephalon neurons, Astroependymal cells, Vascular cells, Immune cells).

Such analysis identified 986 unique genes (minimum of 188 genes per group). Next, we determined the highest expressing cell type

for each marker gene to assign each gene to one cell type. We used the top 188 highest expressed genes for each group as marker

genes to calculate the mean expression of cell-type marker genes in the corresponding cell type of the reference (mean expression

value of all cells in the cell type). For each MADM-CloneSeq cell, the mean marker gene expression for each reference cell type was

determined (5 expression values for eachMADM-CloneSeq cell). Finally, we determined the NMS score for each cell type by dividing

the mean marker gene expression in each MADM-CloneSeq cell by the mean expression of cell type in the reference. Note that the

absolute gene expression levels of the reference and the MADM-CloneSeq cells were of a different scale due to the difference in the

calculation of gene expression (TPM vs UMI counts). More specifically the MADM-CloneSeq TPM gene expression values were�8x

higher than the corresponding UMI counts in the reference. Since the NMS score is a direct comparison of reference / MADM-

CloneSeq cells, we changed the neuron NMS cutoff from 0.497 to 3. We thus only retained MADM-CloneSeq cells with a neuron

NMS score > 3 and the highest non-neuronal NMS score < 4 (312 neurons). Finally, we corrected for possible batch effects in the

MADM-CloneSeq data using SCTransform with vars.to.regress = c("Plate", "STAR.perc") and residual.features = [all genes in

expression matrix] parameters.

Data integration and cell-type assignment: From reference cells, we extracted 16 cell types (MEGLU1, MEGLU2, MEGLU3,

MEGLU4, MEGLU5, MEGLU6, MEINH2, MEINH3, MEINH5, MEINH6, MEINH7, MEINH8, MEINH9, MEINH10, MEINH11,

MEINH12) that were located in our region of interest based on the predicted positional location (http://mousebrain.org/

development/celltypes.html). We extracted 3696 cells from these cell types (using column attribute ClusterName in the reference

loom file) and created a Seurat object with min.cells = 5, min.features = 500 parameters. To prepare a reference UMAP we used

SCTransform with standard parameters, RunPCA (assay = ‘‘SCT’’ parameter) and RunUMAP (dims = ‘‘1:20’’ parameters). For

data integrations, reference data was processed using SCTransform with all genes of the count matrix as residual.features. Then

we identified marker genes for each cell type using FindAllMarkers with logfc.threshold = 0.2 parameter. Top 100 marker genes

for each cell type were determined and intersected with informative genes in the scale.data slot of the SCT assay of both reference

and MADM-CloneSeq cells. Such analysis identified 996 genes that were used as features for data integration. For data integration

we used the scale.data slot of the SCT assay by modifying the RunFastMNN function of the seurat-wrappers package. Note that

RunFastMNN is awrapper for the fastMNN function of the package batchelor (v1.6.3).82 For cell type assignment we used the expres-

sion matrix reconstructed from the low-rank approximation from fastMNN integration (assay = "mnnreconstructed"). We calculated

themedian expression of the same 996 genes identified above to calculate themean expression across all reference cells in each cell

type (centroid). Then we determined the Pearson correlation and associated test statistic (function cor.test with alternative = "two.-

sided", method = "pearson" parameters) of each MADM-CloneSeq cell to each centroid. Each MADM-CloneSeq cell was assigned

the cell type to which it had the highest correlation (nearest centroid). To assess the robustness of the mapping we used bootstrap-

ping over genes. We selected 100 bootstrap samples of 996 genes with replacement, performed the nearest centroid classification

and calculated a score by determining the fraction of the cell-type assignment frombootstrapping analyses being identical to the cell-

type assignment of the real data (bootstrap score). For final analysis we used MADM-CloneSeq cells with highest correlation > 0.1, a

bootstrap score > 0.5 and that belong to a clone with >30% collected cells (253 neurons). See Table S1 for details on sample

metadata.

UMAP visualization: To visualize MADM-CloneSeq cells on reference UMAP space we used a previously introduced pipeline98 that

uses Seurat as well as an R implementation of the UMAP library (https://github.com/tkonopka/umap) withmodifications. Specifically,

we used dimensionality reduction from fastMNN (first 25 dimensions) as well as the reference UMAP coordinates calculated above as

an input into the UMAP pipeline.

Excitatory/inhibitory neuron marker analysis: Excitatory neurons were identified based on their respective cell types with excitatory

neuron IDs starting withMEGLU and inhibitory neurons starting withMEINH. Note that for the sake of clarity we changed the cell-type

IDs for theMADM-CloneSeq cells in the final figures. For an exchange table see Figure S1E. To identify differentially expressed genes

(DEGs) between excitatory/inhibitory neurons in reference as well as MADM-CloneSeq data we used FindMarkers with parameter:

logfc.threshold = 0.2. Genes were filtered for DEGs present in both analyses (reference and MADM-CloneSeq) and with an adjusted

p-value < 0.01 in the MADM-CloneSeq data. A DE score was determined as the log10 of the adjusted p-value and corrected to be

positive for genes with log2 fold-changes > 0. DE scores were cut at 5/-5 for better visualization, and plotted as a heatmap.

Cell-type marker analysis: We identified cell-type specific marker genes in both the reference and theMADM-CloneSeq data using

FindAllMarkers with parameter: logfc.threshold = 0.2. We then determined the top 20 marker genes from the reference (ordered by

average log2 fold-change) and intersected this gene list with the marker genes from the MADM-CloneSeq data. For heatmap visu-

alization we prepared a differential expression score (DE score) by log2 transforming the raw p-value and correcting this value to be
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positive for genes with a log2 fold-change > 0. This value was cut at 30 for MADM-CloneSeq or at 200 for reference data. In Figure S6I

we used the whole gene list and for Figure S6J we arbitrarily selected specific genes for display.

Relative abundance of cell types: To test for differences in the relative distribution of cell types between Fzd10- andSox2-cloneswe

plotted the 95%Clopper-Pearson confidence intervals (function clopper.pearson.ci from the GenBinomApps package v1.1). Largely

overlapping intervals indicated non-significant differences, which we confirmed using chi-square test with correction for multiple

testing (all adjusted p-values = 1, function chisq.test with parameters: correct = F, rescale.p = F, simulate.p.value = T).

Cell-type pairing: To determine preferential pairing of cell-types in a single clone we compared the pairing frequency in the real data

to a random dataset, where we permutated cell-type labels 10000 times, using z-scores, which we plotted as a heatmap. We deter-

mined p-values from z-scores using pnorm function and corrected for multiple testing. No corrected p-value was < 0.05.

Layer-specific cell-type distribution: To identify layer specific cell-type distribution we determined the number of neurons of each

cell type in each layer (Subregion column of Table S1). To test difference to a random distribution we permuted the Subregion column

1000 times and calculated a z-score. The highest z-score for each cell type was used to calculate a p-value using pnorm function. To

determine a random distribution of cell types in clones we considered hypothetical clones with 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 12 cells. Then

we randomly assigned one of the 16 cell types for each cell per clone. For each of these hypothetical clones we determined the num-

ber of unique cell types assigned to it. Randomization was done 1000x to calculate mean and standard deviation of unique cell types

over all randomization. This data was used to draw the area of random distribution in Figure 4L as well as to calculate a z-score with

associated p-value (using pnorm function). Note that after correction for multiple testing (p.adjust function with method = ‘‘bonfer-

roni’’) all adjusted p-values = 1. For preparation of the cell-type linkage heatmapwe determined a binarymatrix indicating whether the

respective cell type was assigned to one or more cells of the respective clone (black color) with rows representing cell types and

columns representing clones. Heatmap and columns clustering was performed using pheatmap (v1.0.12) with parameters: cluster-

ing_distance_cols = "binary", clustering_method = "ward.D". Note that we restricted analysis for Figures S7N and S7O to 13 cell

types with a significant association with a single layer. Figures S7K and S7O: AU (Approximately Unbiased) was determined using

the same matrix as above using the pvclust package (v2.2.0, parameters: method.dist = "binary", method.hclust="ward.D", nboot =

10000). Note that an AU >95% is typically used to determine clusters that are strongly supported by data.99

MADM-CloneSeq data analysis of E12 two-cell MADM clones

Data alignment, NMS analysis, cell-type assignment and UMAP visualization was done as described for E10 MADM-CloneSeq data.

Random distribution of cell types in clones: We randomly assigned either exc/inh or one of the 16 cell types for each cell per clone.

Randomization was done 10000x to calculate the mean and standard deviation of exc/inh neuron pairing or detection of distinct cell

types. Exc/Inh pairing: Significance of difference to random data was determined using Chi-squared test for given probabilities (func-

tion: chisq.test with simulate.p.value = F parameter) using the following probabilities: exc only: 25%, inh only: 25%, mixed: 50%.

Detection of distinct cell types: Significance of difference to random data was determined using z-score with associated p-value (us-

ing pnorm function).

Pten scRNA-sequencing data analysis

Reference data. For Pten control and Pten KO cell isolation, aNestin-Cre driver76 with broad expression (i.e. not specific to midbrain)

was used. Therefore, we allowed for the possibility that the dissected midbrain contained ‘‘contaminating’’ cells from surrounding

tissues, most likely hindbrain. To identify and remove non midbrain cells we established an embryonic reference following similar

principles as described for Figure 1 but with different filters. We focused on e18 cells, since this age is closest to P0 data analyzed

here. Specifically cells with Tissue tag Midbrain and Hindbrain as well as Age tag e18 were extracted. No other filters were used to

allow for a broad annotation of cell types based on this embryonic reference. Workflow: CreateSeuratObject with min.cells = 5, min.-

features = 500 parameters. NormalizeData with normalization.method = "LogNormalize", scale.factor = 10000 parameters.

FindVariableFeatures with selection.method = "vst", nfeatures = 2000 parameters.

Pten control and Pten KO cells: Data from sorted Control-MADM and Pten-MADMwas processed using cellranger-7.0.0 with tran-

scriptome version: mm10-2020-A, including intronic information. We created a Seurat object from the filtered_feature_bc_matrix.h5

file using CreateSeuratObject with min.cells = 3, min.features = 200 parameters and retained only high quality cells: nFeatur-

e_RNA > 200 & nFeature_RNA < 6000 & percent.mt < 5. Data normalization and variable feature detection was done for each of

the 2 datasets as for the embryonic reference. Transfer anchorswere determined between the embryonic e18 reference and the Con-

trol-MADM/Pten-MADMdata using FindTransferAnchors with dims = 1:30 parameter. These anchors were used to transfer the Class

and Tissue labels from embryonic e18 reference toControl-MADM/Pten-MADMcells using TransferDatawith dims = 1:30 parameter.

For further analyses Control-MADM and Pten-MADMdata was integrated using: SelectIntegrationFeatures, FindIntegrationAnchors,

IntegrateData. Filtering steps: Starting number of high quality cells: 4212/4713 (Control-MADM/Pten-MADM). Remove cells with pre-

dicted Tissue hindbrain: 3049/1982. Remove cells with predicted Class Immune, Fibroblast, Vascular, Subcommissural organ,

Blood: 2985/1889.

Further analysis: After filtering the combinedControl-MADM/Pten-MADMdatawas further processed: ScaleData, RunPCA( npcs =

40 ), RunUMAP(reduction = "pca", dims = 1:35), FindNeighbors( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:35 ), FindClusters( resolution = 0.5 ).

Figure 6O: UMAP with Class attribute as colors. Since Radial glia and Ependymal cells are likely producing glia cells at this devel-

opmental stage, we renamed these cell types as glia progenitors. Neuroblast was renamed immature neurons. Figure 6P: Cells

with Class tag Neuron and Neuroblast were extracted and relative abundances calculated. Error bars were calculated as clopper.

pearson.ci with alpha = 0.05, CI = "two.sided" parameters. Figure 6Q: Differential expression statistics were calculated using
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FindMarkers ident.1 = Pten-MADM, ident.2 = Pten-Control, test.use = "MAST", logfc.threshold = 0.1 separately for neurons and

neuroblasts/immature neurons. MAST was v1.22.0. DEGs were defined as adjusted p-value < 0.01 and avg_log2FC > 0 (up regu-

lated) or avg_log2FC < 0 (down regulated). Figure 6R: Gene Ontology enrichment analysis of DEGs was performed with enrichGO

(clusterProfiler v4.4.4) and OrgDb = org.Mm.eg.db (v3.15.0), ont = "ALL", readable = T parameters. The number of significantly en-

riched GO terms (adjusted p-value < 0.05) falling into 3 categories was determined, using the search pattern given in brackets: Inter-

neuron (GABA|interneuron|inhibitory), Development (differentiation & neuron), Cell cycle (cell cycle). Figures S8D and S8E: DEG

scores of genesmapping to one ormore of the GO terms in the indicated groupwere determined as the log10 adjusted p-value. Prefix

of the score was corrected to reflect direction of fold-change. Figure 6S: Cells with the Class tag Neuron were extracted

and processed: ScaleData, RunPCA( npcs = 40 ), RunUMAP( reduction = "pca", dims = 1:30), FindNeighbors( reduction =

"pca", dims = 1:30 ), FindClusters( resolution = 0.5 ). Actual UMAP with gene expression was prepared using FeaturePlot with fea-

tures = c("Gad2", "Slc17a6"), blend = T, order=T, min.cutoff = "q10", max.cutoff = "q95", cols = c( "#6d90ca", "#d8a428") param-

eters. Corresponding legend is shown in Figure S8H. Figures S8F and S8G: Cells were classified by investigating expression of 4

marker genes in the Seurat clusters. The association of Seurat clusters with excitatory (exc), inhibitory (inh) or mixed (exc/inh) cell

type is as follows: 1: exc, 2:exc/inh, 3: exc, 4-7:inh. Figure 6T: Relative abundance of exc, inh and exc/inh cell types was calculated.

Error bars were calculated as clopper.pearson.ci with alpha = 0.05, CI = "two.sided" parameters. Figure 6V: The combined embry-

onic pool/Fzd10-lineage data from Figure 1 was used as a reference to transfer the labels of the Seurat clusters as shown in

Figures S1C and S2Q to Control-MADM and Pten-MADM data: FindTransferAnchors (dims =1:30), TransferData (dims=1:30).

Note that we focused this analysis on clusters containing mainly neurons (excluding clusters 0, 6, 11). Based on this cluster anno-

tation we calculated relative abundances separately for Control-MADM and Pten-MADM data and determined significance of

difference between Control-MADM and Pten-MADM. Only clusters with significant differences are shown. All significances between

relative abundances were calculated using chisq.test with correct = T, rescale.p = F, simulate.p.value = F and corrected for multiple

testing using p.adjust with method = "BH" parameter. Stars: *** < 0.001, ** <0.01, * < 0.1.

Velocity analysis: For velocity analysis from Seurat object we used the embryonic data from this study (Figures S2I–S2O) and fol-

lowed https://github.com/basilkhuder/Seurat-to-RNA-Velocity using velocyto v0.17.1783 and scvelo v0.2.4.84

Statistical analysis
Data for clonal analysis, histological studies and MADM-CloneSeq documentations were stored and processed using Microsoft

Excel (Microsoft). Statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism software v8 (USA). All data were expressed as

mean or median±standard error of the mean (SEM) or upper and lower limits where n represents the number of clones, unless other-

wise stated. To test for normal distribution, Shapiro-Wik normality test was used. To test for statistical significance between two

groups, either two-sided Mann-Whitney test or Student’s t-test was used. To test for statistical significance between more than

two groups, one-way ANOVA was performed with Dunn’s multiple comparisons test between groups. Two-way ANOVA was

used to compare the interactions between two sources of variations and to compare histogram distributions with Tukey’s multiple

comparisons test used to test between groups. When comparing changes in relative abundance across different conditions, Fisch-

er’s exact test or chi squared test was used. One phase decay exponential curve fit was performed to determine R2 goodness of fit

values. All explanations of n numbers, statistical tests used and p-values are detailed throughout results, STAR Methods or corre-

sponding figure legends. Data for RNA-seq were processed according to description in STAR Methods sections and statistical de-

tails explained in results and corresponding figure legends.
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